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ABSTRACT 
We have studied the following processes : 
(i) Neutrino Nucleus cross sections in intermediate energy 
range (50MeV < E <1500MeV), relevant to some ongoing 
neutrino experiments, 
(ii) Neutrino Nucleus reactions towards the possible 
determination of neutrino magnetic moment, 
(iii) Neutrino - Nucleus reactions relevant to the 
determination of nuclear strange charge form factors. 
In Qiapter - 1, we have given the general introduction of our 
work. In Chapter - 2, we have studied the inclusive 
12 
quasielastic neutrino (antineutrino) reactions on C and 
0, which are used in the liquid scintillator and water 
Cerenkov detectors, respectively. We have seen the effects of 
the nuclear medium on the differential and total scattering 
2 
cross sections du/dq and a . We have done the calculations 
in the relativistic Fermi gas model and in the Local density 
approximation (LDA) including the strong renormalization 
effects. In LDA, various nuclear effects like Pauli blocking, 
Fermi motion and strong renormalization due to the presence 
of the nuclear medium are taken into account. Also the 
corrections due to the Coulomb effect and Q value of the 
reactions are properly taken into account. 
We find that : 
2 
(i) At low values of q the nuclear effects are quite 
2 
l a rge i n d£7/dq . For example a t E =0.5GeV, the reduc t ion i s 
2 2 2 2 . 
A3 % at q = 0.04GeV , and less than 0.1% at q =0.30GeV in 
the Fermi gas model. In the Local density approximation the 
reduction is 27 % and 14.0 %, respectively. When the strong 
renormalization effects are taken into account the reduction 
is 38.0 % and 21.0%, respectively. 
In the case of i-' - nucleus scattering the reductions are 43% 
and less than 0.1% in the Fermi gas model, 27% and 14% in 
the local density approximation , and 38 % and 20% when the 
strong renormalization effects are also taken into account. 
In the case of antineutrino scattering the results are quite 
similar to that of neutrino scattering. However, the effect 
of strong renormal ization effects are quite different for i-' -
nucleus scattering as compared to i-' - nucleus scattering.This 
is due to the presence of the interference term 
2 2 2 
F (q )CF (q )+ F (q )] occurring in the matrix element square 
A 1 2 
with an opposite sign in the two cases. 
(ii) At low energies Fermi motion and Pauli blocking play an 
important role in reducing the total cross section which also 
approaches N times the free nucleon cross section as the 
energy increases. For example in the case of v - 0 
scattering at E =0.15 GeV, 55% reduction in the Fermi gas 
model, 79% reduction in the LDA and 87% reduction in the 
presence of renormalization effects is found. In the case of 
1<5 
1-' - 0 scattering at the same energy the reduction is 48%, 
12 
56% and 685$, respectively. We get similar results for y - C 
scattering. 
In the case of v - A reactions, the results are quite 
similar to v - A scattering except when renormalization 
effects are taken into account with the Local density 
approximation. The renormalization of the interference term 
2 2 2 F (q ) [F (q ) + F (q )] leads to a suppression in the case 
A 1 2 
of neutrino scattering but could give a suppression or 
enhancement in the case of antineutrino scattering. 
In Ciiapter - 3, we have obtained the total absorption cross 
section for neutrino/ antineutrino nucleus reactions folded 
over the various atmospheric neutrino flux, calculated for 
the 1MB and Kamiokande sites. These cross sections are 
calculated in the Fermi gas model and LDA with and without 
the renormalization effects. Then we have obtained the ratio 
of the ratios <i-' + i-» > / < v + v > which is the 
experimentally measurable quantity. We find that the observed 
ratio at the Kamiokande and 1MB sites, is unlikely to change 
by more than 12-155K due to the nuclear effects. 
In Chapter - 4,, we study the neutrino magnetic moment effects 
in neutrino nucleus reactions. We have analyzed some nuclear 
reactions induced by neutrinos/antineutrinos having a 
-10 
magnetic moment of the order 10 ^ . We use different nuclei 
• 12 id 40 S>a 
like He, C, 0, Ar, ar.d Mo, all having spin and 
isospin zero. 
We find that : 
(i) In the case of neutrino elastic scattering, the magnetic 
moment contribution to the total cross section c;(E) is 
comparable to the cross section calculated in the standard 
mode: at very low energies. However, as the energy increases, 
the standard model cross section dominates. This happens at 
4 
about 120 MeV for the case of He and at lower energies of 
11.0 and 10.0 MeV for C and 0, respectively, 
(ii) In the case of inelastic scattering, the results are 
similar to elastic scattering, but the standard model cross 
sections start dominating over the neutrino magnetic 
contribution very quickly, i.e. 4.0 - 5.0 MeV above the 
4 12 
threshold for He and C and about 15.0 MeV above the 
40 
threshold for the case of Ar. 
(iii) There is a possibility of studying the antineutrino 
magnetic moment in antineutrino - nucleus scattering at very 
low energies especially at the reactors in the case of 
elastic scattering when the cross sections are folded over 
typical reactor antineutrino spectra give cross sections of 
-41 -43 2 
the order of 10 — 10 cm . This, however, requires the 
development of bolometric detectors to detect the very small 
recoil of the nucleus. 
(iv) In the case of inelastic scattering, there is a narrow 
energy range in which the neutrino magnetic moment 
contribution is larger than the standard model contribution, 
but the cross section is too small to be measured. 
In Chapter - 5, we study the determination of the strangeness 
charge form factor of the nucleons with the help of neutrino 
nucleus reactions. We have analysed some nuclear reactions 
induced by neutrinos (antineutrinos) for scalar-isoscalar 
transition in He, C, O, Ar, and Mo nuclei using 
the strangeness charge form factor from various models. We 
have found that the elastic reactions where the cross 
sections are quite larger than the inelastic reactions the 
only observable is the recoil of the target nucleus, which is 
very small at present experimental sensitivity. However, the 
proposed bolometric detectors may make it feasible in the 
coming years. In comparison to the elastic reactions the 
inelastic reactions are more amenable as far as the 
experimental detection is concerned due to the excited state 
decay products like a emission from C. 
We have also obtained the parity violating asymmetries for 
1 2 
polarised electron - nucleus scattering experiments for C 
target. In Chapter - 6, we conclude our findings. 
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Chapter - 1 
Introduction 
In 1930, W.Pauli proposed the idea of neutrino [1] to explain 
the continuous electron spectrum accompanying nuclear [3 d&cay 
process, observed by J.Chadwick [2] in 1914. In 1933, E.Fermi 
gave the theory of weak interaction, i.e. the theory of 
interaction of neutrino with matter, presently known as four 
Fermi interaction [3]. From the empirical electron energy 
spectrum it was concluded that the neutrino is massless. 
Experimentally, the electron type anti-neutrino was first 
discovered by Reines and Cowan in 1956 by observing the 
— + 
reaction i^  p -> n e [4]. Along with this observation and 
the discovery of parity violation in the weak interaction of 
Lee and Yang [5], the theory of universal V-A interaction was 
formulated [6]. Goldhaber et al. [7] confirmed later on, 
that, the neutrinos are left handed in the experiment of 
Europium decay. These developments led to the present 
understanding of the Pauli neutrinos as being chargeless, 
massless, spin 1/2 fermion which are left-handed with 
he! i city -1. Later on, two more flavours of neutrino i.e. i-' 
and V were observed [8,9]. The existence of the three 
T 
flavours of the neutrino has been recently confirmed in the 
experiments of LEP [10], With left handed neutrinos and 
leptons belonging to a doublet SU(2) and their right handed 
partners of leptons belonging to U(1) for each flavour, 
standard model of weak interaction theory was formulated 
which gives the long desired unification of weak and 
electromagnetic interactions through the application of local 
gauge theory [11]. In this model all neutrino masses are zero 
and lepton numbers are exactly conserved. There are 
theoretical indications from astrophysics and cosmology 
that the neutrinos may have a non-negligible mass, and 
indirect implications for non-zero mass have come from the 
experiments on solar neutrinos at very low energies [12], and 
the atmospheric neutrinos of intermediate energies [13]. 
Recently LSND group [14] have inferred a non-negligible mass 
for the neutrino in y p -> e n reaction, however, their 
results are yet to be confirmed. The theories beyond the 
standard model of electroweak interaction predict non-zero 
masses at some level like Grand Unified Theories [15], and 
other extended gauge groups with a large mass scale M 
new 
predict a see-saw type mass [16]. Similarly the models with 
the Higgs triplets or loops involving new Higgs particles 
also generate neutrino masses at some level [17]. The present 
upper limits for the neutrino masses from the tritium beta 
decay for v , from the n -> u i-' for y and from T •• V' + nrr 
for 1-' have been obtained [18]. The upper limits on the 
T 
charge of the neutrino is |Q | ^ (0.5±2.9)x10 [19]. 
Recently the existence of magnetic moment for the neutrino 
has been discussed in connection with the solar neutrino 
problem. In the standard model the neutrino magnetic moment 
is quite small, however, there are models where it may have a 
large magnetic moment. In Table-1, we summarize the present 
experimental limits on some neutrino properties like its mass 
[18], charge radius [20-22] and magnetic moment [18]. 
Neutrino-nucleon and neutrino-nucleus reactions have played 
an important role in determining the various properties of 
the neutrino and the nucleon. Both the neutral current and 
the charged current reactions are used to extract information 
on the neutrino properties, their interactions with matter 
and various parameters describing the weak interaction 
physics. In particular, the role of neutrino nucleus 
reactions in studying the neutrino oscillations through the 
study of low and intermediate energy neutrino interactions in 
Carbon and Oxygen, is very important as they are used in the 
large Liquid Scintillator and Water Cerenkov detectors 
respectively. The interactions of very low energy neutrinos, 
like that of solar neutrinos, is rather well described by 
considering the excitations of very few nuclear states but 
the interaction of intermediate energy neutrinos, where many 
nuclear states are excited is not very well explained. 
Recently the observed discrepancy in the v induced 
12 
excitations of nuclear states in C at Los Alamos has been 
very puzzling [23]. At intermediate energies, most of the 
calculations made so far, for the inclusive quasielastic 
reactions, make use of the Fermi gas model of the nucleus, 
which has been used in analyzing the relevant reactions at 
these energies [24]. The other methods to calculate these 
reactions either make use of the closure approximation [25] 
or try to evaluate the total cross section for the 
excitations of the individual states and then sum over them. 
Recent attempts to improve upon the old Fermi gas model 
calculations by including the relativistic effects are quite 
successful [26]. Some calculations in the Relativistic Mean 
Field Approximation [27] and the Continuum Random Phase 
Approximation [28] for the nucleus has also been done. In the 
present work we study these reactions using local density 
approximation for the neutrinos moving in the nuclei and take 
into account the renormalization of the weak coupling 
constants due to the presence of strongly interacting 
nucleons in the nuclear medium. We also explore the 
possibility of extracting the information about the neutrino 
magnetic moment and the strangeness content of the nucleon by 
studying the neutrino nucleus reactions. The detailed plan of 
the work presented here is described below. 
In Chapter-2, we study the quasielastic neutrino/antineutrino 
4 9 4 /S 
reactions in nuclei like C and 0 at energies from the 
threshold value of the reactions to 1500MeV. This has been 
done to investigate the effects of the nuclear medium on the 
differential and the total cross sections. The cross sections 
are estimated in the various models like Shell model, Fermi 
gas model. Local density approximation (LDA), etc. These 
nuclei are relevant for the present and future atmospheric 
and solar neutrino experiments. In LDA, the various nuclear 
effects like Pauli blocking, Fermi motion and strong 
interaction renormalizations due to the presence of the 
nuclear medium are taken into account. 
In Chapter-3, we obtain the total absorption cross section 
for the neutrino/antineutrino nucleus reactions folded over 
the various atmospheric neutrino flux, calculated for the 1MB 
and Kamiokande sites. These fluxes have been parameterized by 
many authors and we use these parameterization to get the 
energy weighted cross sections '^^ j^, » ^^ J^7 » ^^^i> * ^°^Z 
« « |j p 
and from these cross sections we obtain '^'^ i, ••" ^°^Z 
• * 
and <o> + <a>- to get the ratio of the ratios 
f» M 
<ff> + <ti>- / <a> + <a>- . Experimentally this is the 
i> i> 1^ i> 
^ |i « « 
quantity that is measured. 
Here we study the effects of nuclear medium on the weak 
coupling constants in the different approximations like 
Relativistic Fermi gas model, Local density approximations, 
etc. as discussed in Chapter-2. 
In Chapter-4, we study the neutrino magnetic moment effects 
in the neutrino nucleus reactions. The possible existence of 
the neutrino magnetic moment has been discussed in connection 
with the solar neutrino problem. If neutrino has a magnetic 
moment then while coming from the sun its spin may get 
flipped due to the interaction with the solar magnetic field, 
and at the earth we are getting wrong helicity sterile 
neutrinos which can not be detected. This flip requires the 
- lO 
neutrino to have a magnetic moment ss 10 \x . This will cause 
a reduction in the solar neutrino flux and this may be the 
reason for the observed discrepancy between the theoretically 
predicted solar neutrino flux and the observed flux at the 
detectors. This hypothesis of neutrino having a magnetic 
moment also helps in explaining the anticorrelation of the 
solar neutrino flux with the sunspot activity observed at the 
Kamiokande site. The present experimental limits are 
obtained from the v - e or v - & scattering experiments. 
Neutrino nucleus reactions may also be helpful in putting a 
better limit on the neutrino magnetic moment. We use 
different nuclei like. He, C, 0, Ar and Mo, all 
having spin and isospin zero, for neutrino nucleus reactions 
-lO 
with neutrino having a M of the order of 10 (i to calculate 
the cross sections with the present limits on the neutrino 
magnetic moment. 
In Chapter-5, we study the determination of the strangeness 
charge form factor of the nucleons with the help of neutrino 
nucleus reactions. The measurements of the elastic and 
inelastic scattering of neutrinos and the parity violating 
asymmetry of longitudinally polarized electrons on 
spin-isospin zero nuclei would yield model independent 
information about the strangeness charge form factor. We do 
4 12 1<S 40 OB 
the calculations for He, C, O, Ar, and Mo 
4 12 
targets. Among these He and C are relevant to the ongoing 
experiments . We use the different parameterization of the 
strangeness charge form factors and obtain the differential 
scattering cross section in the impulse approximation. We 
1 2 
also calculate the asymmetry for the polarised electron - C 
scattering and compare it with the standard model result. 
In Chapter-6, we present the conclusions inferred from these 
studies. 
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Table-1 
Some of the Properties of Neutrino i Present upper limits on 
the masses [18], the charge radii [19-21] and the magnetic 
moment [18]. 
Flavours 
e 
1 > 
1 > 
T 
Mass 
<5.1 eV 
[18] 
<0.27MeV 
[18] 
< 31MeV 
[18] 
Charge Radii 
(cm ) 
(-5.6 5.0) X 10~^' 
< <r > < 
(9.6 - 10,2) X 10~^' 
[21] 
(-5.8 5.3) X 10""' 
< <r'> < (0.08-1 .3) X 10~°' 
[19] 
(-0.67 0.77) 
2 
< <r > < 
(2.0 - 2.5) X 10~^^ 
[20] 
Magnetic Moment 
(in M^) 
<1.08 X 10~' 
[18] 
-10 
<7.4 X 10 
[18] 
-lO 
<5.4 X 10 
[18] 
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Chapter - 2 
NEUTRINO NUCLEUS REACTIONS 
2.1. Introduction : 
In this Chapter we obtain expressions for differential and 
total scattering cross sections in the case of free nucleon 
as well as with the nucleus as the target and apply them to 
C and 0 nuclei which are relevant to present and future 
neutrino experiments with Scintillator and Water Cerenkov 
detectors [1-3]. When neutrino at low and intermediate 
energies interacts with the nucleons bound in nuclei, the 
cross sections are influenced by the Fermi motion, Pauli 
blocking and binding energy of the nucleons. Therefore, when 
we calculate the cross sections, these nuclear effects must 
be taken into account. There have been many attempts to 
incorporate the various nuclear effects in some models like 
Shell Model [4,5], Fermi gas Model [5,6], Relativistic Mean 
14 
Field Approximation [7], Continuum Random Phase Approximation 
[8], etc. We first briefly review the earlier calculations in 
these models and then we discuss the Local Density 
Approximation (LDA) where the various nuclear effects and 
strong interaction renormalization due to the presence of 
nucleons are taken into account [9]. 
In section 2.2, we obtain expression for scattering cross 
sections for free i->-N and i-'-N case. The expressions for the 
cross sections in the case of Fermi gas model and LDA are 
derived in section 2.3. In section 2.4, we have discussed how 
the cross sections get influenced by incorporating the strong 
renormalization effects, taking into account the possible 
change in the strength of electroweak couplings from their 
free nucleon value due to the presence of strongly 
interacting nucleons. We have presented our results for the 
2 2 
differential cross section dti/dq as a function of q (the 
four momentum transfer square) for the case of 1 ) 1 > 
and 1-' at some intermediate energies. The total scattering 
cross section as a function of incident neutrino energy E has 
been obtained for v , v , v and v with "C and "o target 
6 e p |l 
nuclei in the energy range 50 MeV to 1500 MeV for i-' and i-' , 
15 
and 130 MoV to 1500 MeV for v and i-' 
2.2 Neutrlno-Nucleon reactions : 
The neutrino of flavour 1, where 1 stands for electrons or 
muons are detected by the reactions based on charged current 
weak interactions which employ free nucleon at rest as 
targets : 
V + n — > 1 + P (2.1a) 
y + p — i 1 + n (2.1b) 
Feynman diagram corresponding to reactions 1a) and lb) are 
shown in figs, la) and lb), respectively. 
The matrix element for 1) is given by [5] : 
G CosS 
M - - ^ ^ j" J^ , (2.2) 
where G is the Fermi coupling constant ( = 1.16637x10 "GeV *"), 
F 
n 
0 is the Cabbibo angle, j is the leptonic current and J 
is the hadronic current, 
j** = u (p') ^^ (1-;,^ ) u (p) and 
5 
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J.. = u(p ) F;(q^r^ ^ <(q^ - ^ . '^ ;(q')^ p^ 5^ -^  "^ P^ '^) 
q y 1" (P^). (2.3) 
where p is the four momenta of the incoming neutrino, 
P 1 
^ 2 •• 
s the four momenta of the outgoing lepton. 
p is the four momenta of the incoming nucleon, 
is the four momenta of the outgoing nucleon, 
and M is mass of the nucleon. 
V 2 V 2 
F (q ) and F (q ) are the isovector form factors which are 
1 2 
2 
expressed in terms of electromagnetic form factors F (q ) and 
2 
F (q ) for the nucleon, assuming conservation of vector 
2 
current. These are expressed in terms of experimentally 
determined Sachs electric and magnetic form factors G (q ) 
£ and G (q ) 
17 
2 
. X , = [,- ] [o^ ,<,»,-
2 
4M 2 M ] 
4M 
(2.4) 
Where the electric form factor which gives the information 
about the distribution of charge is given by 
E , 2 ^ 2 ( -^1 
r 0 !•_ 1 
L AM J 
(2.5a) 
4M 
and the magnetic form factor gives the information about 
the current distribution and is given by 
_v . 2 ^  1 
(- j 1 
[ 1 + p - u ] = 
p ^ 
4.706 
2 ^ 2 
, (2.5b) 
( ' - % ) 
where M = 0.84GeV, (i is the anoma7ous magnetic moment of 
V p 
the proton, M is the magnetic moment of the neutron, q is 
the four momentum transfer square [i.e. q = (p - p^)^] and M 
is the mass of the nucleon. 
The form of the axial vector form factor F (q ) of the 
18 
nudeon is parameterized in the dipole form as 
{-zA M 
A 
where M is the dipole mass and F (0) is the axial charge. 
A A 
Dipole mass M is determined either from the threshold 
A 
electropion production experiments or from the quasielastic 
neutrino and antineutrino reactions [10]. F (0) is determined 
in (3 decay experiments of the neutron [11]. For our 
calculations we have taken M =1.06QeV and F (0) = -1.261. The 
A A 
pseudoscalar form factor is determined by the pion pole 
V 2 
dominance of F (q ) and is given in terms of Qoldberger 
2 
Trieman relation near q = 0 if partially axial vector 
current (PCAC) is assumed to be valid [12]. We have taken the 
same form in our calculation by assuming that the results 
2 
hold for high q V 2 2 M F ^ ^ > 
%(q ) = —, ^ . (2.7) 
where m is the pion mass and M is the nucleon mass. 
From equation (2) we can write the matrix element square as 
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2 2 . 
G Cos & 
,2 F C UV \M\ = r J where (2.8) 
I ' 2 pi-' 
the leptomc tensor 1 is given by 
/'^  = Tr 1^ *' (1-/5) (/ + %) /i^-r^) (X+ m)j and 
the hadronic tensor J is given by 
J = —Tr (rf +M)| F y - (y c ( + q ) + F y y + F q y l 
}il-' 2 [V^2 ^ [ l^p 2M ' }!>' ^ j l ' A ' P ' S P P 5J 
< / + M ) | F y — (ifc- + q ) + F y > ' - F a y 1 , 
where m and m are the neutrino and muon masses respectively. 
From this we obtain the differential scattering cross section 
for reaction (1) as : 
2 2 2 . 
G M Cos & r / x* 
^ = — 5 A(q^ ± B(q^ S=^^ . C(Q') ^ ^ ^ | ,(2.9) 
dq 8 n E •• M M J 
2 2 
where s-u = 4ME + q - m and E is the incident energy of 
the neutrino / antineutrino and 
20 
2 2 
A(,^) = iHLrsll [(4 - 1. )F^q^) - (4 * 1. )F^(g') 
4M L M M 
2 2 . 2 
- F^  (q^) (1 + ) - F (q^) F (q^) 
M 4M M 
- ![L [(F (q^)+F (q^))^ + (F (q*) + 2F (q^))^ + 
M 
2 
^ 2 «^)] 
2 
q 
B(q^) = - _ F (q^) [ F (q^) + F (q^) ] 
2 
q 
C{q^) = 1- JF^q^) + F^(q^) - , F^  (q^) H-
and the negative (positive) sign refers to neutrino 
(antineutrino) scattering. 
2 
From Eqn.(9) on integrating over q , we obtain the total 
scattering cross section ff(E) as a function of incident 
neutrino / antineutrino energy E. 
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2.3. Neutrino - Nucleus Reaction : 
Neutrino nucleus scattering is important due to the fact that 
most of the detectors used for detecting low energy 
neutrinos, involve nuclei as the target. When neutrinos 
interact with the nucleons in the nuclei, the interactions 
become modified by the effects of Fermi motion, binding 
energy, and the Pauli blocking of the recoil nucleon. The 
following methods are used to calculate the neutrino -
nucleus cross section : 
(i) Term-by-term sum [13] : In this method the explicit 
construction of the final states in the context of a nuclear 
model is required and it is reliably applicable for low 
energy neutrinos in the case of different nuclei when the 
transitions to definite nuclear states like the ground state 
or some low lying excitations could be dominant, 
(ii) Non-Relativistic Fermi Gas Model [5,6] : 
In this model quasielastic process is allowed if the momentum 
of the recoiling proton (neutron) lies outside the Fermi 
sphere of protons (neutrons) present initially. In the 
calculations the central nuclear density is taken into 
account. In this model the choice of average binding energy 
22 
which defines the effective energy transfer to the nuclear 
target is required. The cross section per neutron is equal to 
the cross section for a free neutron multiplied by a factor 
given by : 
['-^] where (2.10) 
D = Z for 2x < u - V 
3 
l . f , 3 X , 2 . 2 . ^ X 3 , 2 2^2^ 
= - _ A 1 - - — (u + v ) + •— - — — (u - V ) 
2 [ 4 2 32x J 
for u-v < X <u+v 
= 0 for X > u+v 
withx=i|L , u = [ | ! l ] " ' , V = [|i]"" and N.Z.A, 
are neutron, proton and mass numbers of the initial nucleus 
respectively, k is the Fermi momentum and 
F 
ql =r, 2 T~~2 2 is the three momentum transfer. 
' -^  (q +m )/4M - q 
(iii) Closure Approximation [4,14] : In this model the 
exclusion factor is given by : 
D 
a.T.L [ \ r, TO s r, X R-, 2 r, z ri'. ' J 
(2.11) 
where x are the coordinates of the nucleons , a is the 
23 
+ 
X component of the spin operator for the nth nucleon, r are 
n 
the isospin raising (lowering) operators, f is the ground 
state wave function and q is taken to be along z-axis. 
2 
The spin effects are important near q and therefore the 
exclusion factor D , D , D are different (i.e.D?' D ^ D ) 
S T L S T L 
and da/dq | 2 ?= 0 for symmetric nuclei (N=Z) except in the 
' q =0 
case of closed shells. The correlation functions D have been 
calculated in the nuclear shell model with oscillator wave 
function given by : 
* 2 2 
- - r /b 
2 
\> a e 
_ 1 2 . - » | 2 p 
and Dg T L ^  ®~ ^  h ^ ° ^ "*" ^^^ ^ [ 2 1^1^^* J ^ ^^^ ^ 
[i lSlV] ] . 
(2.12) 
where b is the size parameter and Cs are the non-zero 
expansion coefficients for the exclusion factors. 
In the case of * C, c(0)=6.0, c(1)=0.0 and c(2)=0.889, 
and for 0, c(0)=8.0, c(1)=0.0 and c(2)=2.0 . 
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2.3.1 Relativlstic Fermi Gas Model tl51 : 
We consider a non-interacting Fermi sea of nucleons in which 
the particles move inside a sphere of radius R and volume V. 
Since the neutrons and protons are fermions, therefore, the 
two identical particles must be in different quantum states. 
Number of states of protons with momentum p and p+dp in a 
volume V is given by [16] : 
2 
2V 4n p dp 
where the factor 2 accounts for the two spin states of the 
proton. 
The Fermi momentum of the proton is given by : 
2_ ^1/3 
r 3n Z , ,1 
p 
and for the neutron is 
2 ^i/3 
f 3T f 3n N , ,") 
(2.13) 
where p(r) is the total density of the nucleus 
The calculation of Fermi response function RClql ,CJJ) ensures 
that the initial (final) nucleon be inside (outside) of the 
Fermi sea. It contains the effect of nuclear binding and the 
Fermi motion of the target nucleon and of the Pauli exclusion 
principle for the recoil nucleon. The relativistic response 
25 
function in the Fermi gas model is given by the integral of 
\M\ taken over the momentum of the target nucleon : 
R(|5|,o))= i - . ^ - V - fi (E^c^- E:,)e ( p - |S|) 
E E 
6 (|p + qj - p^), ij 
(2.14) 
where p is the Fermi momentum, O) = 6> - E = E - E - E (E 
IS the average nucleon separation energy. For C and 0 
nuclei p ir 225MeV and Fermi energy E i; 25MeV. 
Performing 6 integration in equation 14, we get 
R(|q| A^) = 3M 
^p^lS 
• max d p .p 
W^ S(p,-P) 9 (A-p^) 
m I, n 
3M 
2p'lq 
f,_,f^T.^] , (2.15) 
where M = Max 
- q +|q| 
2 2 C< 
P„ +M - q , 
1- 4M 
The double differential cross section is written as 
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2 _ ^° 
d ^ ( i-'.y ) = C -~- R(|q|,Q). (2.16) 2 - ' • - 2 
dq doo dq 
where C = N or Z depending upon whether we are taking v or v 
2 
and da / dq is the free nudeon cross section given by 
o 
equation 9). From equation 16) we can write the differential 
scattering cross section for a nuclear target in the 
relativistic Fermi gas model as 
da 
^ = J C — I R(|q|,(^.) dci (2.17) 
dq dq 
For the total scattering cross section we have integrated 
2 2 
dci/dq over q i.e. «i(E) is obtained as a function of 
incident neutrino energy E . 
2.3.2. Local Density Approximation CLDAD : in LDA the 
differential cross section is evaluated as a function of 
Fermi momenta p (r) and integrated over the whole nucleus. 
The effect of Pauli blocking and Fermi momentum are taken 
into account by the imaginary part of the Lindhard function 
using relativistic kinematics C17-19]. The effect of the 
Coulomb force on the outgoing charged lepton and Q value of 
the reactions are properly taken into account. We shall 
27 
obtain the expressions for the total cross section and 
differential cross section in this approximation. 
Neutrino (Antineutrino) while moving through the nucleus, 
scatters from neutron (proton) moving in the finite nucleus 
of density p {r) (p (r)). The cross section in the nucleus is 
n p 
given by [9] : 
o (A) = f p (r) d^r a(y.n — > ji'p), (2.18) 
where a(v n — ^ |i p) is cross section for the free case. For 
the antineutrino-nucleus reaction n(v n — * p p) is replaced 
by ar(i-' p * (i n) and p ir) is replaced by p (r). 
Jl n p 
The momentum distribution for neutrons and protons in the 
nucleus is given by Fermi distribution with local Fermi 
momentum p"^  and p^ for the neutron and proton respectively. 
F F 
The I-' - nucleus cross section is then given by : 
a(A) = 
.3 
o p m m m m -
(2IT) P n (1 (5(E +E -E.-E ) n p p 
(2.19) 
While integrating over the energy conservation of 6 function 
it has to be kept in mind that the initial a i final nucleons 
are now moving in the Fermi sea of neutrons and protons in 
28 
— 2 
the initial and final nuclei. The expression for Z Z|W| is 
given in Appendix - A. 
The neutron momenta p and proton momenta p (= p +q) have to 
n p n 
satisfy the condition that p < p^ and p + q > p^ for 
n p 
neutrino interacting with a neutron in the nucleus. For 
antineutrino interaction with a proton in the nucleus p is 
n 
replaced by p . p and p are the Fermi momenta of neutrons 
p F F 
r, p 
and protons respectively. An average over the initial nucleon 
momentum is carried out. 
The above condition may be applied by replacing 
m m 
- FTp fi (E +E -E -E ) - — . -— in Eqn.(19) by the imaginary 
n n U p E E 
p n 
part of the Lindhard function corresponding to particle hole 
excitation as shown in fig.2. 
The Lindhard function for fig.2) is defined by [9] : 
U (p -p ) = 2 1-' p 
d p n (p )(1-n„(p +q)) m m 
n 1 n 2 n p n 
(21T) E -E +E (p )-E (p +q)+v£ p r, |i TH n p n 
(2.20) 
where n and n are the occupation numbers in the Fermi sea 
1 2 
of the protons and neutrons, respectively. 
To describe the process i-' + n — > ji -•- p we take the 
29 
imaginary part of the Lindhard function in Eqn.(20) which 
corresponds to putting the intermediate particles in fig.2) 
on she!1. 
The total cross section for the neutrino - nucleus 
reaction can be written as : 
.3 / 2m 
£J(A) = -2 
r f j3 / c  
V , 1 I ,^ ,3 i=p,l.' 2E. " " l'"i 
rol J J (2n) ^ 
Im U (p-p )d r 
(2.21) 
T r V ^^ ' ^ ^ 2m 
Im U (p-p' )d r 
I I |W|^ <3(q^-m^+2pE - 2pp^Cos6) 
(2.22) 
dg 
= - F^] dp.p' (2fr)^ 2nd(Cose) n 
•- - I * »••-
2m 
2E 
I I \H\ Im U (p-p^) (3(q^-m^+2pE - 2pp^Cos6) 
(2.23) 
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2 
We have obtained the maximum and minimum limits on q in 
Appendix-B which is given as 
q. =m - 2 p l p + 4 p - m ] and 
mm 
q = m - 2 p [ p - ^ p - m ] . 
max 
To ensure that the reaction (1) has taken place in the 
nucleus the following modifications are made in calculation 
of \M\^ and U [9] : 
(i) The energies E and E in the 6 - function now 
ri p 
correspond to the local Fermi sea of the nucleons in the 
initial and final nucleus. Since there is no energy gap for 
transition between the occupied and unoccupied states in the 
Fermi sea, therefore, ph excitation can be produced with a 
very little energy. However, this is not the case when we are 
considering the actual nuclei where there exists a minimum 
excitation energy Q, that is known as the Q value of a 
reaction for the transition to the ground state (g.s.) of the 
daughter nucleus. This Q value is 16.8 MeV for the transition 
12 12 
C (g.s.) — ^ N (g.s.) and 14.9 MeV for the transition 
0 (g.s. ) — * F (g.s.). 
Therefore, to get a reliable value of the cross section Q 
value correction is needed. This has been incorporated by 
31 
considering that the proton energy is given by E of the 
Fermi sea plus the Q value of the reaction. 
(ii) When the two Fermi seas are different the value of 
2 2 U 
E changes which in turn changes q , q and p jl, max min max max 
From the momentum energy conservation we have: 
p + E = E + E 
-> E 
II 1 f I' 
= p + 2M 
,2/3 
3 IT p (r) _1_ 2M 3 IT Pjr) P 
2/3 
Due to this modification 
(2.24) 
= m - 2p I 11 m ^ w ^ 
Z 2 
E - m ] (2.25) 
2 2 
q = m 
max 
- 2p f E.. - J E* - m^ I (2.26) 
(1 ,n!ax = [ 2 2 E - m P ,max (2.27) 
and p will remain the same. 
(1 ,Tn\.r, 
(iii) To incorporate the condition for the Fermi momentum 
32 
and Paul! blocking we take the imaginary part of the Lindhard 
function U, expression for which has been obtained in 
appendix-C. This is given by 
I ^  I 
(2.28) 
2 o -Q + a 
q <0 , E - q < E^ and '^' 
1- 4M 
< E 
Uz 
where E = -^ P + 
i n 
and A = Max 
Otherwise 
Im I 
M 
r, 
J (q 
2 
2 
,q) = 0. 
P 
-q + |q| 
0 
2 
A 
P 
1-
? 
4M^ ' 
2 
q 
J 
We have presented the results for the differential and total 
cross sections in section 2.5 
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2.4,. Nuclear Renormalization Effects : 
Due to the presence of strongly interacting nucleons the 
strength of electroweak couplings in nuclei may change from 
their free nucleon values. While charge coupling does not 
change due to the conservation of vector current, other 
couplings like magnetic, axial charge, pseudoscalar coupling 
may change from their free nucleon values in the nuclear 
medium. Since the axial current is related to the pion field 
through PCAC, therefore, the axial and pseudoscalar couplings 
are very likely to change in the nuclear medium. If we look 
at the non-relativistic reduction of hadronic current J we 
M 
see t h e o c c u r r e n c e o f F CTT,F a x q r and F u . q T t e r m s 
A 2 p 
in the weak current which are linked to the spin-isospin 
excitation. This means that F and F are coupled to the 
2 P 
transverse and longitudinal channels, respectively and F is 
A 
coupled to both. The couplings of these external probes to 
the mesonic effects can be depicted through the diagram 3), 
where the wavy line stands for the p-h and A-h interaction 
and can be described by n,p exchanges modulated by short 
range correlations [17]. 
The n and p exchange potentials V and V are calculated 
IT p 
us ing f o l l o w i n g Lagrangiar '"o JN and pNN i n t e r a c t i o n : 
HNN ps'^ 5 ps 
f 
pan 2M iiv 
where three components of /.- , <p are the three charged 
p s V 
-» 
states of pions and p mesor-, r is the isospin operator for 
spin 1/2 particles, W is th-- nucleon Dirac field. 
The expressions for V (q) e J V (q) obtained in Appendix D 
IT p 
are the following [20] : 
^2 
f q q £1 .cr 
IT q - q - m,^ •»• ^^ 
f. (6 . - q q ) a .£1 
p q - q - m -t- w 
V (q) + V ( q) provides the spin-isospin part of the 
II p 
interaction potential in thn meson exchange model. 
We also include the vertex -form factors to account for the 
off shell mesons like monop'jle form factor for ITNN and pNN 
vertices. The form factors are taken as 
A - m 
F,(q) = 4 1 
I .2 2 
A - q 
(2.31) 
with A = 1250 MeV and A ~ 2tiOO MeV. 
n p 
To study the modification in the spin-isospin part of the 
interaction due to the effect of short range correlations, we 
add a term g a .a T .T to tne potential V -t- V , where g 
1 2 1 2 n p 
is the Landau Migdal raramoter. Incorporating all these 
effects the NN potential in mo!;ie=;tum space is written as : 
V(q) = V ((3 . - qq.) v V.q q j aa T.T , where 
(2.32) 
v,(q) * -f 
m 
IT 
2 
(q D (q) F^  (q) + g ) 
IT 
m IT 
Q 
2 2 
q - q 
r ,r - m V 
A. - q 
n u 
+ g 
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2 2 ^ 
V^ (q ) 5; - ^ ( q D '^ ( q ) F^ (q )C + g " ) 
n 
2 
m_ IT 
2 
3 c. 
2 2 
o -> 2 
1 - q - m^ 
f A - m 1 
A ! - q-
+ 9 
with 
( 2 . 3 3 ) 
g ' is 0 . 6 - 0 . 7 , 
and C = ( fVm!, ) / (f^/m^) = 2. 
P P P IT IT 
The ph - Ah and Ah - Ah interactions are obtained from Eqn, 
32) by replacing a t and f f =2.15 f for 
any A which replaces a nucleon, where S , T are spin isospin 
transition operators. V and V are the strength of the 
potential in the longitudinal and transverse channel. 
Inclusion of induced interaction driven by V and V leads to 
IT p 
diagram 3 from diagram 2. The contribution of the various 
pieces in the self energy diagram of fig.3 can be elegantly 
summed by using the longitudinal and transverse decomposition 
of the potential as described in equation 31). For example 
the contribution of fig.3 is given by : 
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U(q) = f U(q) + U(q) V (q ) a a * U ( q ) 
+ U(q) V , ( q ) ff a. U(q) V. ( q ) a a u ( q ) + | T . T , 
ik I k k) k J J 
where V = V ( 5 - q q ) + V , q q 
i-j t i j I J I I J 
Using the relationship 
(2.34) 
(<5 - q q ) ((5 , - qq, ) = (6 . - q q, ) ' 
>^  A A A 
^ . ^ ''j^l = ^ ^ 
^ >^  
(2.35) 
We can write for example the longitudinal part of equation 34 
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as 
U = 1 U(q ) + U(q) V^ q^q^ a^a^ U(q ) 
+ U(q) V^ q^qj. a^a^ U (q ) V^ qj.q a^s U(q ) + I T T 
= [• U(q) + U(q ) V^ U(q) 
+ U(q) V, U(q ) V, U(q ) + q q a c T.T 
= U 1 + V , U + V, u ' + v " u + q q a a T . T 
. u . . . 
= I q q o a. T . T 
(2 .36) 
Similarly, one can write for the transverse part . Due to the 
vanishing of the term (6 - q q ) q q, , the interference 
'•1 >• J J 1-
term does not contribute and therefore the longitudinal and 
the transverse part can be written independently. 
Therefore, we can write equation (2.3^ -) as : 
. U _ U . 
U = [ 1 - u V^  ^^ r ""'^V ^ 1 - U V^ ^.\i ^^. '•' 
(2.37) 
Now the renormalization of the various terms in Eqn.AI of the 
39 
Appendix-A due to Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.(3) can be 
calculated easily. For example if we consider the term with 
F we find that this term contains contributions from the 
A 
longitudinal as well as the transverse part. 
In analogy with Eqn.32) this can be written in the case of 
fig.3) for ph-excitation as [20] : 
A A 6 r V j L \. 1 Lj '- J J 
(2.38) 
Now summing over the geometric series in fig,3),the 
A A q q 
longitudinal term q q is replaced by v .i 
(1-UV^) 
and the transverse term 
(6 - q q ) is replaced by (6 - qq)/(1-UV), 
where U is now 2U to account for the isospin factors in 
Eqn.32), we get : 
A A 
F ; U ^ F 
L 1-UV 1-UV J 
I t 
40 
= F' [ 3 1-UV^  3 1-UV^  J (2.39) 
Taking the imaginary part, we get 
Im F U —> F Im 
A A = [r 
Similarly (F^ , F^F^) 
1-UVj 
•» 1 
2 2 A 
1 
^ h-uv '' 
I t (2.40) 
1-UV 
and i<=l , F^ F,) - ^ (F^ , F^F,) -J ^ 
I 1-UV. 
(2.41) 
With these modifications the differential scattering cross 
section for the v - Nucleus reaction is written as 
max do 1 r 2^ #. 
= - — r dr 
.2 n J J 
p / 
max . / p 
dp dq 
mv n m m 
M -
y 12 
/ ImU (p - p ) 
(2.42) 
where E E |^ ! ""s ^ *^ ® modified form of J^  J) |T | with 
, 2 2 
(F , F F ,F F , F etc. now replaced by 
A A 1 A 2 2 
F , F F , F F , F etc. according to Eqns.40) and 41). 
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2.5. Results and Discussion ! 
Cii Differential Cross Section : We present the numerical 
2 
results for the differential cross section (dci/dq ) as a 
2 2 - -
function of -q (GeV ) for v , u , v and v . The differential 
d 6 |1 |1 
cross sections have been calculated using Eqn.9) for the free 
case, Eqn.(17) for the Relativistic Fermi gas model, Eqn.(23) 
for the LDA and Eqn.(42) for LDA with renormalization effects 
at incident neutrino energies E = 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 GeV. We 
have used the two parameter harmonic oscillator density for 
p(r) of the form : 
p(r) = p (1. + c2(r/c1)^) exp(-(r/c1 ))^ with 
3/'2 3 
p^ = 2 A / n c^  (2 + Sc^). 
The parameters of p(r) are determined from the electron 
12 
nucleus scattering experiments. For C nuclei, c1= 1.687 , 
c2= 1.067 and for ^O nuclei c1= 1.833 , c2= 1.544 . 
The results at different energies have been shown in the 
figs. (4-6) for i-' , figs. (7-9) for v , figs. (10-12) for i-' and 
A A |i 
f igs. (13-15) for i-' . 
In the case of v and i-'.. at E = 0.2 GeV figs. (4 and 10) there 
is a large reduction due to nuclear effects such as Pauli 
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2 
blocking, Fermi motion, etc. at smaller q , however the 
2 2 
reduction becomes small for q > 0.08 GeV in the case of 
Fermi gas model, but in the case of LDA, and LDA including 
the renormalization effect the reduction is large both at low 
q^  (i.e.q^ < 0.04 GeV^) and at high q ( > 0.08 GeV ), and at 
2 
E = O.SGeV (figs.5 and 11) the suppression is large for q < 
0,20 GeV^ in the case of Fermi gas model, however, in the 
case of LDA and LDA with nuclear renormalization effects the 
2 2 2 
large reductions are at q < 0.20 GeV as well as for q > 
0.30 GeV*. In the case of E =1.0 GeV or more (figs.6 and 
12) the differential scattering cross section is reduced for 
2 2 
q < 0.20 GeV and the difference in the different 
approximations gradually decreases in all the cases mentioned 
2 2 
above for higher values of q . The q dependence of the 
reduction in the differential scattering cross section for 
the antineutrino case i.e. i-' and v is little different than 
the neutrino case since in antineutrino case the interference 
2 2 2 
term F ( q ) C F ( q ) + F ( q ) ] appears with an opposite sign 
A 1 2 
than in the case of neutrino. We have shown the results for 
i-> and V in figs. 7,8,9 and 10,11,12 for E = 0.2GeV, O.SGeV 
and I.OGeV, respectively. 
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Cii) Total Scattering Cross Section: 
The total cross sections Dr(E) are calculated as a function 
of incident neutrino and antineutrino energies. We present 
12 1<5 
the numerical results for C and O nuclei in the energy 
region 40 MeV to 1500 MeV in the case of electron type 
neutrino and antineutrino and in the energy region 130 MeV to 
1500 MeV in the case of muon type neutrino and antineutrino. 
2 
The cross sections have been calculated by integrating dir/dq 
2 
in Eqn.(9) over the allowed range of q for the free case and 
2 
integrating dti/dq in Eqn.(17) for the Fermi gas model. In 
the case of LDA, and LDA with Renormalization effects the 
2 
total cross section is obtained by integrating dcr/dq of 
2 2 2 
Eqn.23) over q and dcr/dq o f Eqn.(42) over q , where the 
2 
minimum and maximum value of q will be different in the free 
case than in the nuclear case which we have already mentioned 
in section 2.3. We have plotted ff(E) as a function of 
incident neutrino /anti-neutrino energy E in figs.16, 17, 
12 
18 and 19 for C nuclei and in figs. 20, 21, 22 and 23 for 
i<5 -
O, for V , I-' , I-', and v , respectively. 
« 6 |1 \l 
It can be clearly seen that there is a large effect of Pauli 
blocking and Fermi motion at lower energies which gradually 
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becomes smaller and smaller as one moves towards the higher 
energy side. We have shown in Table-1, how there is a 
percentage reduction in the cross section where we are taking 
the nuclei as the target particle in the different 
approximations. As it is clear from the table that the 
reduction is quite large at lower energies. This tabulation 
we have done for O nuclei, similar results hold for C 
nuclei. As the energy increases the cross section of the 
nucleus approaches N times the free nucleon cross section. 
The effect of v and v are almost similar. 
The similar results hold for the antineutrino case (i.e ^J 
« 
and i" ) shown in Table -1 but due to the interference term 
F (q^) [F (q^) + F (q^)] in L.D.A. including the 
A 1 Z 
renormalization effects appearing with an opposite sign as 
compared to neutrino case the dependence is slightly 
different which is clear from the figs.17), 19), 21) and 23). 
This is because the various terms in Eqn.(A1) are 
renormalized differently and they enter the total cross 
section with opposite signs as compared to the neutrino case. 
Therefore, one always has a suppression in the case of 
neutrino scattering, but one could have a suppression or 
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enhancement in the case of antineutrino scattering depending 
upon the value of E since the renormalization is q , q 
dependent and the range of these variables changes with the 
neutrino energy. 
It can be said that the results presented in figs.(16-23) 
show that the neutrino and antineutrino cross section for the 
quasielastic inclusive processes are quite sensitive to the 
nuclear effects at least upto 5; 500 MeV or in other words the 
nuclear effects are quite substantial at low and intermediate 
energies if one is looking for a reliable prediction of the 
expected number of events in experiments planned with 
atmospheric neutrinos, solar neutrinos, etc. Therefore, we 
can conclude that to have a good control on the nuclear 
structure effects which is involved in the present and future 
neutrino experiments, the various possible nuclear effects 
must be taken into account properly. 
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Figure Caption 
Fig.l Feynman diagram corresponding to reactions 
(a) y n •* fi' p and (b) v n -> |i* p . 
Fig.2 Feynman diagram for the neutrino self energy related 
to V n -» p p process in nuclei . 
Fig. 3 Many-body Feynman diagrams accounting for the medium 
polarization in the spin-isospin channel driven by the 
V n -> u p transition . 
2 2 
Figs. 4-6 dcr/dq versus q in the different models for i' 
Solid line is for the free case, long dashed line is for 
Fermi gas model, dashed-dotted is for Local density 
Approximation, short dashed line is LDA including the 
Renormalization effects . Figs. 4, 5, 6 are at 0.2GeV, 
0.5GeV, and I.OGeV, respectively . 
2 2 — 
Figs. 7-9 da/dq versus q in the different models for i--
Solid line is for the free case, long dashed line is for 
Fermi gas model, dashed-dotted is for Local density 
Approximation, short dashed line is LDA including the 
Renormalization effects . Figs. 7, 8, 9 are at 0.2GeV, 
0.5GeV, and I.OGeV respectively . 
2 2 
Figs. 10-12 da/dq versus q in the different models for i-' 
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Solid line is for the free case, long dashed line is for 
Fermi gas model, dashed-dotted is for Local density 
Approximation, short dashed line is LDA including the 
Renormalization effects . Figs. 10, 11, and 12 are at 
0.2GeV, 0.5GeV, and 1.OGeV, respect i ve1y . 
2 2 — 
Figs.13-15 da/dq versus q in the different models for v 
Solid line is for the free case, long dashed line is for 
Fermi gas model, dashed-dotted is for Local density 
Approximation, short dashed line is LDA including the 
Renormalization effects . Figs. 13, 14, and 15 are at 
0.2GeV, O.SGeV, and I.OGeV, respectively . 
1 2 
Figs. 16-19 a(E) va E in the different models for C 
target. Solid line is for the free case, long dashed line 
is for Fermi gas model, dashed-dotted is for Local density 
Approximation, short dashed line is LDA including the 
Renormalization effects. Figs.16, 17, 18 and 19 are for 
v , 1-' , 1-' and V , respectively . d e (1 (1 
Figs.20-23 a(E) va E in the different models for * O 
target. Solid line is for the free case, long dashed line 
is for Fermi gas model, dashed-dotted is for Local density 
Approximation, short dashed line is LDA including the 
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Renormalization effects. Figs.20, 21, 22 and 23 are for i" , 
, w- and 3-' , respectively . 
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CHAPTER-3 
NUCLEAR ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION FOR ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS 
3.1. Flux of Atmospheric Neutrinos : 
The chemical composition of primary cosmic rays is H(proton) 
* 90.6%, He ^ 9.0%, and CNO nuclei 5: 0.4X above 
lOOMeV/nucleus, and H 5: 95.2X, He 5J4.5%, CNO nuclei ^ 0.3X 
above 2GeV/nucleus [1]. The contribution of heavier elements 
in the primary cosmic rays is so small that it can be 
neglected in the present discussion. These primary cosmic ray 
particles when interact with the atmosphere i.e. with the 
'Air' nuclei, secondaries are produced (e.g.ns ,Ks ,etc.) which 
subsequently decay to give rise to neutrino besides some 
other decay products I 
p + 'Air'nuclei y n + TT + X 
I 
n + 'Air'nuclei i p + TT + X 
i 
(3.1) 
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Since the atmospheric neutrinos are created through the 
hadronic interaction of cosmic rays and air nuclei, the 
atmospheric neutrino flux depends on the number of nucleons. 
That is why the actual contribution of heavier nucleus cosmic 
rays to the atmospheric neutrinos is larger than the 
contribution of a proton cosmic ray. In the cosmic rays 
Helium carry 5J ^5% of the total nucleon and CNO nuclei carry 
5; 3.6% above 2GeV/nucleus. The energy of the cosmic rays 
12 
varies from a very low energy to more than 10 GeV. The 
neutrinos produced from the interaction of the cosmic rays 
having energy < lOOGeV are called low energy atmospheric 
neutrinos whose energy is less than IGeV. The high energy 
neutrinos i.e. having energy more than IGeV are produced 
from the cosmic rays having energy greater than lOOOGeV. We 
are discussing here the low energy neutrinos since all the 
present detectors (Table-1) where the various atmospheric 
neutrino experiments are done or have been proposed are for 
the detection of low energies neutrinos. 
Low energy neutrinos are mainly produced from the decay of 
Us, ns and Ka in the decay products shown below [2] ! 
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-» u~ I-' ( v ) 
e e |1 |l 
-> u~ V ( y ) 
^ M M 
± o 
± + -
-i n IT ir 
o ± 
o + 
-> IT e P (i-' ) 
e « 
± 0 0 
-* IT IT IT 
(100X) 
(100X) 
(63.5X) 
(21.2X) 
(5 .6X) 
(3 .2X) 
(4 .8X) 
(1.73X) 
( 3 . 2 a ) 
(3 .2b) 
Among these the decay of the charged plons and the subsequent 
decay of pions into muons i.e. Eqn.3.2a is the dominant one. 
The number and the average energy of the positively charged 
pions are larger than the negatively charged pions, 
because they are produced in the first interaction (Eqn.3.1). 
Approximately the excess of ir to n is 20X and this gives 
rise to an excess of i-' over i-' by 5; 20X When the pi on 
- 2 2 decays at rest the energy carried by u (v ) is (m - m )/2m 
' p | l I T p i T 
2: 30MeV and the muons carry rest of the energy. Ignoring the 
+ + _ _ 
spin of the muons (M ) each decay product (e ,1-' (v ),y (v )) 
carr ies 1/3 of the m^n's eimrgy on the average in a three 
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body decay. If the pions decay in flight then it's energy is 
approximately divided into 1/4 of the decay products in a n -
ji decay. Therefore, in the reactions (3.2a) we expect the 
neutrino flux ratio of (v + v )/{v + i> ) to be 5: 1/2 and 
e 6 (1 |1 
V /v ratio to be 5: 1. However, if the energy of the muon is 
more than S.OGeV then the muon does not decay in air and 
reaches the earth. After muon loses all its energy it gets 
stopped by the earth or captured by the nuclei in the earth. 
Therefore, the flux of y and i-' at energies greater than 
2GeV get reduced and the ratio (i* + i-' )/(y + i-' ) and v /v 
e e |i |i M M 
decreases at these energies. 
ta!) Theoretical Calculations 
The general approach in calculating the neutrino fluxes has 
been to use the measured spectra of the primary cosmic rays 
together with the data from the accelerator experiments, to 
compute the spectra of the parent pioofa and muons generated 
via the nuclear cascade produced by the primaries as they 
move into the atmosphere. In the following we describe some 
parameterizations used for predicting the atmospheric 
rioutrino flux. 
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K.Nagashima et al.[3] have parameterized the primary cosmic 
ray flux with various solar activities as a function of the 
count of neutron monitor N by 
—2 585 k 
f(Ej^ )dEj^  = J^; u • M(p,N) — dEj^  , (3.3) 
where i stands for the nucleus of the kind H, He, CNO.etc, p 
for the rigidity in GV (=GeV/c/Z), E for the kinetic energy 
per nucleon in GeV and u for the total energy per nucleon in 
GeV, 
y =10.85x10 m'sec sr *GeV ", y =5.165x10'm*" sec sr "GeV * , 
y - 3 .3x10 m'sec sr GeV and M(p,N) i s t h e modulat ion 
' CNO 
function given by 
^, .,, r 1.15 + 14.9(1-N/NmaK)*'"^ 
"^ '^''^  = ^ ^P [- 0.97 ^  (P/1GV) J 
with N = 2445 for solar minimum, N=2300 for solar mid and 
N=2115 for solar max. 
The geomagnetic field determines the minimum energy with 
which a cosmic ray arrives at the earth and is determined by 
the rigidity cutoff which is a function of zenith angle 6 and 
azimuthal angle (p. 
T.K.Gaisser [4] has given a parameterized form of the 
neutrino flux obtained from the pion and Kaon decays : 
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dN N (E ) 
V O V 
dE 1-Z 
V NN 
r A A "^  
ITV KV 
+ 0.635 , _ —:=——;— +. 1 + B Cos9 E /€ ' l+B CosQE / e 
n v i> n Ki> i> K ^ 
(3.4) 
where the dots represent the contributions from the heavier 
mesons 1i ke D-mesons, 
Z (1-r / f m. NIT n '^ ' 
r = (1 + r) ' n 
A A 
Z (1-r / ^ m ^2 
Ki-' (1+?-) ' K t m^ J 
A - A 
r v+9 "\ r 1 "^  f 
B 
Kl 
e (ss il5GeV) and e (ss 850GeV) are decay constants which 
IT K 
represents the competition between the decay and interaction 
in the medium, y is 2.7 upto lOOGeV and 3.7 at higher 
energies. As are the atmospheric attenuation lengths with ^ 
2 2 
(nucleon) 5f 120g/cm , ^  (pion) is 160g/cm and ^ (Kaon) 4? 
2 
180g/cm . 
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Attenuation length A is related to the interaction length X 
N 
by ^ = -7—7 where X ^  i; 80g/cm . 
NN 
Qualitatively Eqn.(3.4) is correct, but to have a precise 
evaluation of atmospheric neutrino flux there are several 
factors that should be taken into account [4] : 
(i) For the energy range less than lOGeV and more than lOOTeV 
the primary cosmic ray spectrum is not a simple power law. 
Further it depends upon the location and direction, and on 
the solar activity. 
(ii) Muon energy loss, decay and polarization are the factors 
which influence the atmospheric neutrino spectrum. 
(iii) The inclusive cross sections do not have exactly the 
scale invariant forms and the nuclei as well as the nucleons 
are involved in the collisions. 
Muons from the pion decay are fully polarized in the pion 
rest frame: 
i 
l-> 
P 
+ 
n 4— 
— • > 
+ 
M 
ion rest frame 
<— 
4 
+ 
e 
Muon 
*-
— • 
M 
rest 
—^ 
frame 
>v 
*u 
The electron and muon neutrinos from the muon decay tend to 
be emitted in the forward and backward directions with 
respect to muon's momentum, respectively. This effect 
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decreases the energy of the muon neutrinos and increases that 
of electron neutrinos as compared to the unpolarized case 
since v / v is emitted in the forward direction of muon s 
motion from the conservation of helicity. This in turn 
increases the ratio (i-' + i-' )/(v + i> ) at a fixed neutrino 
energy. It has been found out that each muon polarization and 
muon energy loss has > 5% effect on the flux. However, as the 
muon polarization effect is the same for ya and va, the ratio 
v/v of the same flavour is little affected by the 
polarization effect. Ignoring the effect of (i polarization, 
the calculated energy of i-' decreases by 5; 5% on the average 
and the flux of i-> is estimated to be smaller by ft 105B at 
SOOMeV and 5: ^5% at 3.0 GeV. 
In the approximation that the neutrinos keep the original 
direction of the primaries the flux of atmospheric neutrinos 
integrated over all directions is calculated to be [2] : 
F (E ) = Z fo'CE ,E ) eCR'CE ) - R (6,4>)) F' (E )dE dS'J U l> I •* CT V cr cut cr cr cr 
(3.5) 
where i represents the classical composition of cosmic rays, 
T) (E ,E ) is the u production spectra by the i-nucleus 
cosmic ray with the energy E , and F*^  (E ) is the primary 
cr cr cr 
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spectrum of the i-nucleus cosmic ray. 
Low energy atmospheric neutrino flux has been calculated by 
many groups e.g. Gaisser et al.[5], Barr et al.[6], Bugaev 
and Naumov [7], Lee and Koh [8], Honda et al.[9], Perkins et 
al. [10], M.Thunman et al.[11] and high energy neutrino flux 
has been calculated by Volkova [12], Mitsui et al, [13], 
Buthkevich et al.[14] and Lipari et al.[15]. 
The method to obtain the atmospheric neutrino flux differs 
among the various groups [5-11] . Honda et al.[9] employed a 
Monte Carlo method for all calculations, Bugaev and Naumov[7] 
employed an analytical method in calculating >7 (E ,E ) as 
well as in the integration, Gaisser et al.[5] used the hybrid 
method which calculates n (E ,E ) by the Monte Carlo method 
cr V 
and integrated Eqn,(3.5) analytically. Perkins [10] has used 
the \i -flux observed at high altitude to calculate i-' flux. 
Thunman et al.[11] have obtained the flux using a cascade 
simulation program based on Lund Monte Carlo program. 
Gaisser et al.[5] have used the neutrino fluxes obtained for 
the Kamioka experiment and summed it over all solid angles 
and averaged over the solar cycle. For the atmospheric 
neutrino in the energy range 50MeV to 3GeV these averaged 
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fluxes are approximated to within a few percent by the 
following forms [16] : 
dN - f (E ) -2 -1^ „-i 
i-'-M-' _ I 1-- cm sec GeV 
dE (E + O.SGeV)^ 
with f =(0.4/E f'^^ for 
E < 400MeV and f = 1 for E > 400MeV; (3.6) 
and f = 0.4(0.5/E )**'^ for E <500MeV and f =0.4 for E >500MeV 
& V V © V 
The neutrino and antineutrino ratios are 
1 , E < IGeV 
1 't — 
6 
1 + 0.1 (E^ - 1 ) , 1 ^  E^ i' 2GeV 
1 .1 , E > 2GeV 
'1.2 + 0.05E,, , E,/ 3GeV 
1.35 ' i^> >3GeV 
Honda et al.t9] have employed a full Monte Carlo method for 
low energy neutrinos (30MeV-3GeV). The nucleus and the 
primary energy of the cosmic rays are sampled with Eqn.(3.3) 
and the arrival direction is also sampled uniformly. They 
have summarized the results for Kamiokande and 1MB sites in a 
tabulated form. We have used these data and by least square 
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fitting we have obtained a parameterized form for the 
neutrino flux for both the sites. The parameterized form is 
given as : 
2 3 4 
(A(E) = exp (a+aE + a E + a E + a E ) , 
where a s are the coefficients obtained from the fitting 
for the different energy range. These a s we have tabulated 
in Tables 2 and 3. 
C W Experimental Observations : 
In the beginning of 1980s many underground detectors were 
constructed which were designed for the detection of nucleon 
decay predicted by the grand unified theories (GUTs). The 
essential characteristics of the nucleon decay signal is that 
the event is fully contained i.e. all the interactions take 
place inside the detector fiducial volume. It was realized 
that this event is similar to an event due to the interaction 
of atmospheric neutrinos having energy < IGeV in the 
detector. The interest in atmospheric neutrinos came into 
existence when Kamiokande [17] published atmospheric neutrino 
data in which fully contained single ring events were 
separated into muon(p) and electron (e) like events. Fully 
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contained events are those neutrino interactions that 
originate within th«2 detector's fiducial volume and whose 
interaction products are all contained within that volume. 
Single ring muon like event is produced by a non-showering 
straight track and most of the time it is due to a |i or a n 
whereas e-like event is produced by a showering particle and 
is either due to an electron or a gamma ray. It was found 
that the number of single ring fi like events, which were 
mostly due to interaction of atmospheric neutrinos {v and 
V ) in the detector showed a significant deviation from the 
Monte Carlo prediction while the number of single ring e like 
events was in good agreement with the expected number. 
Naively, for low energy atmospheric neutrino one expects : 
1-' + V V V 
5; - ^ , -^— 5; 1 and 5: -^ < 1 , 
M M |i • "^  
We have tabulated the deviation of the experimental 
observations from the theoretical predictions in Table-4 
Clearly there is a big discrepancy which is known as 
atmospheric neutrino anomaly. After the Kamiokande result, 
many experiments have come up [18-21] from which we have 
already the results and in future various proposals have been 
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made to verify this anomaly. 
The main statistically significant results came from 
Kamiokande [17] and 1MB [18] which are water Cerenkov 
detectors which agree with each other in the sub-GeV range. 
The water Cerenkov detectors are real time detectors (detects 
the event at the exact time of occurrence) and can provide 
information on the direction of the incident neutrinos. 
Frejus [19] and NUSEX [20] are the tracking calorimeters 
where the measurements givfe mixed results. Their results are 
consistent with the theoretical expectations but the number 
of events are relatively low and the statistical 
uncertainties are significantly larger. 
Soudan-2 [21] is a tracking drift calorimeter from which the 
results of exposure till June 1994 is available. Their 
results are also in agreement with [17] and [18] but are 
statistically limited. 
In the theoretical calculations of the atmospheric neutrino 
flux [4-10], the ratio N(v )/N(v ) is considered to be more 
reliably calculated than the individual fluxes. This ratio is 
constant to be around 5% amongst different calculations 
whereas the absolute fluxes vary from 20X to 30X . Presently 
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it seems difficult to explain the value of v /v ft 1 obtained 
by Lee and Koh [8]. It has been found in the calculations of 
Honda et al.[9], Barr et a1.[6] and Bugaev and Naumov.C?], 
that the ratio is smaller for 1MB than for Kamioka site. This 
could be understood by the fact that typical cutoff rigidity 
for 1MB is ^ 2GV while it is ^ 10GV for Kamioka [2]. Since 
1MB has a lower rigidity cut off, therefore, the lower energy 
cosmic rays contribute to the atmospheric neutrino more than 
at Kamioka. 
Various explanations have been proposed to resolve the 
anomaly. There are two possibilities, either these 
experiments are not very reliable or there is some new 
physics [22]. The uncertainties in the results may be the 
following : 
(i) In the water Cerenkov detector the identification of e/p 
is simply wrong. However, to check this Kamioka has verified 
through the expected number of ^ — > e decays in their 
contained events. Soudan-2 which is not a water Cerenkov 
detector also agrees with the Kamiokande and 1MB results, 
(ii) The low energy u-nucleus cross section (like i-> 0 — > 
id 
1 F) and lepton energy distributions in the energy range 
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200MeV to IGeV is not well known. Since the various nuclear 
effects have to be kept in mind to see how this ratio is 
affected , a reliable prediction of the folded cross section 
is desirable, 
(iii) Volkova [23] has pointed out that since at low energies 
n dominates over IT , therefore, e/ii signal may be enhanced 
+ -
and with TT /n ft 2.5 the effect is only about ^0% of the 
observed. 
Among the other possible explanations, the production of 
i-'s have been proposed in the proton decay (p — > e i-' v) [25]. 
The future detectors (Table-1), therefore, have a more 
challenging job to see whether proton decays or not. 
3.2.(a) Absorption Cross Section in Nuclei : 
With the present underground detectors the typical neutrino 
energies observed are ft IGeV. The possible reactions in the 
energy range ft IGeV are the following [2] : 
(i) Charged-current quasi-elastic interaction , 
+ 
i-' ( i- ) N —^ 1 N . 
(ii) Charged-current single pion production through A 
± >-
resonance, i-' ( i-' ) N —> 1 n N' . 
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(iii) Charged-current multi pion production , 
i-> ( y ) N —> 1" ( m.1 )N ; (m > 1). 
(iv) Neutral-current quasi-elastic interaction , 
V ( y ) N —* 1-' ( V ) N"' . 
(v) Neutral-current single pion production through A 
resonance , v ( v ) N —> v { v ) n N" . 
(vi) Neutral-current multi-pion production , 
V { V ) H —* y ( i^  ) ( mn ) N'' (m 5: 1). 
+ / 
Where 1 and N ( N ) are the charged lepton and nucleon, 
respectively. 
In this Chapter we consider the quasielastic reaction (i). 
The neutrino interaction cross sections off a target nucleus 
like H 0 , Fe etc. are more complicated due to the fact that 
2 
now the nucleons are not free, they are bound in a nucleus. 
As we have discussed in Chapter-2 for the nucleons bounded in 
a nucleus, the Fermi motion of the target nucleons, i.e. the 
motion of the nucleons within the nucleus and the Pauli 
blocking effects should be properly taken into account. We 
have seen in the previous Chapter that the nuclear effects 
are important for the low and intermediate energies 
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Therefore, for the measurement of atmospheric neutrino flux 
at energies ( < 1GeV), the neutrino induced signal involves 
two steps : 
(i) evaluation of the neutrino spectra produced by the 
incident cosmic ray beam, 
(ii) Calculation of the weighted cross section folded with 
the incident neutrino spectrum. 
The folded scattering cross section is written as : 
<a> = J°^^> '^^ ^^  "^  (3.7) 
J ^(E) dE 
where IT(E) is the total scattering cross section obtained 
from Chapter-2 and <^(E) is the neutrino flux obtained from 
the various theoretical calculations. 
3.2. b. Energy distribution of electroiis and muons : 
In figs.la) and lb!), we present the results for da/dE as a 
e 
function of outgoing energy £ for E = lOOMeV & 150MeV and 
e V 
200MeV & 250MeV, respectively. While in figs. 2a)and 2b), we 
have obtained the results for da/dE as a function of E for 
E =150MeV & 200MeV and 250MeV & SOOMeV, respectively which 
contribute mostly in the low momentum tail of the electron 
and muon momentum distribution in the 1MB and the Kamioka II 
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experiments. It is clear from the above Figs. 1) and 2), that 
in addition to strong suppression due to nuclear 
renormalization effects there is also broadening of the peak. 
Both these effects, due to the nuclear renormalization, tend 
to decrease the number of electrons or muons of a given 
momentum. We have found in the calculations that the 
renormalization is not a constant quenching factor but it 
depends upon the outgoing lepton energy. These figures show 
that there is a reduction in the differential cross section 
around the peak of the distribution but the renormalization 
effect is negligible at the extreme energies of the 
distribution which is due to the q ,q dependence of the 
renormalization of the currents. It can be shown that this 
disappearence of the effect in the extreme of the energy 
distribution comes due to the change of sign of the Lindhard 
function for the particle hole excitation U (q). RsU (q) is 
N N 
negative like R«U. around the peak but at the two extremes 
RcU is with a positive sign while the sign of RsU. remains 
N A 
unchanged and these two then cancel the effect of each 
other. In the renormal ization of g in [3 decay only the 
A-hole excitation is relevant [27]. The Lindhard function 
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decreases in the energy range of our interest and this is the 
reason why we have found a greater renormalization effect at 
low neutrino energies and not at higher energies. 
We have also plotted in figs.3a)and 3b) the results for 
6a/6£ as a function of E for E - = lOOMeV & 150MeV and 
200MeV & 250MeV in figs 4a) and 4b) and results for da/dE' 
as a function of E'' for E- = 150MeV & 200MeV and 250MeV & 
SOOMeV. In the case of antineutrino the nature of the graph 
is a little different. We have found that the nuclear 
renormalization effect slightly enhances the differential 
cross section around the peak of the distribution. This is 
due to the presence of F (Q )[F (Q ) + F (Q )] with an 
A 1 2 
opposite sign than in the case of neutrino. However, here 
also, we find the nuclear renormalization effect to be 
negligible at the extreme energies of the distribution. 
3.2.c. Total Cross Sections : As shown in previous section, 
the energy distribution is strongly affected by the nuclear 
effects in the peak region and this also shows up in the 
total cross sections obtained after integrating over E' . In 
figures 16-23 of Chapter-2, we have shown the total cross 
sections a(E) for i- , ^' , y and i-' as a function of neutrino 
d e p |i 
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energy. The figures show the change in cross section due to 
nuclear effects to be about 20X at low energies which becomes 
smaller at higher energies. To investigate the implication of 
the nuclear model dependence of £r(E) on the flux averaged 
cross sections <ti(E)> as defined in equation 3.6, we fold the 
total cross sections ff(E) with the neutrino flux given by 
Gaisser O'Connell and Honda. These neutrino fluxes have been 
earlier described in section 3.1(a). 
12 
In tables 5 & 6 we present the results for <a(E)> for C and 
i<s . O for various models described in Chapter-2. We see that 
the nuclear effects are quite large and result in strong 
suppression as compared to free nucleon case. However, the 
models like Fermi gas model and Local density approximation 
give similar results. Furthermore there is an additional 
suppression of about 25% when the renormalization of coupling 
constant inside the nuclear medium is taken into account. The 
above suppressions are similar for v (v ) and v (v ) induced 
events. Therefore, when the ratio R = <i-> + v > / <v + i-> > is 
« e M M 
calculated in the various models the model dependence is 
found to be quite weak almost about 13X at the most. The 
nuclear dependence of R is, however, found to be larger than 
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the dependence on various neutrino fluxes. Qualitatively, we 
show the results in table 7 & 8 for C and O. In these 
tables the horizontal entries show the i-'-flux dependence 
while the vertical entries show the nuclear model dependence. 
We can, therefore, conclude that in the atmospheric neutrino 
problem the nuclear model dependence is larger than v-flux 
dependence. However, it is not too large and remains below 
15% and can not explain the atmospheric neutrino anomaly. 
Similar conclusions have been reached by Engel et al.[28] who 
have also calculated the nuclear cross sections in various 
nuclear models. Therefore, the solution of atmospheric 
neutrino anomaly does not lie in the nuclear physics. 
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Table Caption 
Table.1 Main Characteristics of the present and future 
detectors with low/high energy v detection capability . 
Table.2 The fitting parameter of Honda et a1. data [9] for 
Kamioka and 1MB sites in the case of v and v . 
Table.3 The fitting parameter of Honda et a1. data [9] for 
Kamioka and 1MB sites in the case of v and v 
Table.4 Contained neutrino event rates observed in the 
various experiments . 
12 
Table.5 Folded v-k cross sections for C target . 
16 
Table.6 Folded i->-A cross sections for O target. 
Table.7 Nuclear dependence of R = < y + v > / < v + v > 
12 
in the various models for C. 
Table.8 Nuclear dependence of R = < i-' + v > / < i-> + v > 
in the various models for O. 
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Figure Caption 
d£J Figs.laD arsd lb ) : —^^  as a funct ion of the e lec t ron 
- ' ia 
momentum for v scattering on O for E = lOOMeV & 150MeV 
« 
and 200MeV & 250MeV, respectively. 
Figs.2a!) and 2b!) : as a function of the electron 
"^ 16 
momentum for v scattering/on 0 for E = 150MeV & 200MeV 
u V 
M 
and 250MeV & 300MeV, respectively. 
Figs.3a!) and 3b) : as a function of the electron 
dE^ < g 
momentum for v scattering on O for E = lOOMeV & 150MeV 
and 200MeV & 250MeV, respectively. 
Figs. 4a!) and 4b) : as a function of the electron 
dE^ 
_ 4 g 
momentum for v scattering on 0 for E_ = ISOMeV & 200MeV 
and 250MeV & SOOMeV, respectively. ^ 
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Table.1 
Detector 
NUSEX 
SOUDAN II 
Kamiokande 
SuperKami okande 
BAKSAN 
1MB 
LVD 
MACRO 
SNO 
BAIKAL 
GRANDE 
DUMAND 
NESTOR 
AMANDA 
RAM 
Location 
Mont Blanc 
USA 
Japan 
M 
Cancasus 
USA 
Gran Sasso 
•1 
Canada 
Baikal 
USA,Italy,Japan 
Hawaii 
Greece 
Southpole 
Antarctica 
Technique 
Streamer Tubes/Fe 
Drift tubes/concrete 
Water Cerenkov 
•( 
Liquid scintillator tracks 
Water Cerenkov 
Liquid Scinti1lator,Streamer tube 
•• 
D 0 
2 
Water Cerenkov 
M 
tl 
Cerenkov in deep ice 
Microwave detection 
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Table . 2 
Source 
(i) i- (Kamioka) 
(a) 0.036<E <0.40GeV 
(b) 0.40<E <1.OGeV 
(ii) V (Kamioka) 
(a) 0.036<E <0.50GeV 
V 
(b) 0.50<E <1.OGeV 
(iii) 1-' (1MB) 
(a) 0.036<E <0.63GeV 
V 
(b) 0.63<E <1.OGeV 
(iv) l~ (1MB) 
(a) 0.036<E <0.63GeV 
(b) 0.63<E <1.OGeV 
a 
o 
9.538 
7.530 
9.498 
6.461 
10.076 
6.865 
9.921 
7.940 
a (Gev'S 
-14.95 
-3.818 
-15.842 
-2.331 
-12.873 
-2.662 
-13.706 
-2.062 
a (Gev'^) 
2 
19.470 
0.454 
21.018 
0.027 
10.625 
0.461 
12.447 
-2.691 
a (GeV~^) 
9 
11.577 
0.226 
4.164 
0.066 
2.717 
-0.137 
0.797 
-0.333 
a (Gev"*) 
-47.57 
-0.060 
-27.92 
-0.0025 
-7.739 
0.026 
-6.132 
1.5776 
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Table 3. 
Source 
(i) V (Kamiokande) 
(a) E <0.036GeV 
(b) 0.036<E <0.63 
(c) 0.63<E <1.0 
V 
(ii) I-' (Kamiokande) 
0.04<E <1.OGeV 
(i i i) V (1MB) 
0.04<E <1.OGeV 
(iv) T' (1MB) 
0.04<E <1.OGeV 
a 
o 
9.355 
10.042 
7.525 
10.074 
10.697 
10.722 
a (GeV~*) 
4.955 
-11.901 
-2.188 
-12.6014 
-12.742 
-13.059 
a (GeV~^) 
2 
25.00 
8.895 
-0.621 
13.785 
10.710 
11.067 
a (Gev"^) 
9 
0.0 
9.049 
0.193 
-5.436 
0.141 
2.575 
a (GeV *) 
4 
0.0 
-13.957 
0.134 
-1 .30 
-4.208 
-8.061 
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Table - 4 
Experiment 
Kamioka [17] 
1MB 3 [18] 
Frejus [19] 
Nusex [20] 
Soudan-2 [21] 
Ktonyr 
6.1 
7.7 
1 .56 
0.40 
1 .01 
(••/«).*,./ <f/«'oal 
0.60 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 
(St at > < sys > 
0.54 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 
0.87 ± 0.21 ± 0.00 
0.99 ± 0.40 ± 0.00 
0.64 ± 0.17 ± 0.009 
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Table. 5 
Flux 
Gaisser-
O'Connel1 
Kamiokande 
[16] 
Honda eta1> 
Kamiokande 
[9] 
Honda etal 
1MB 
[9] 
-98 2 
<cr> (xlO cm ) 
V 
M Free 
1 .75 
1 .73 
1 .70 
FGM 
1 .03 
1 .01 
1 .00 
LDA 
0.95 
0.92 
0.89 
<CT> 
Gaisser-
O'Connel1 
[16] 
Honda etal. 
Kamiokande 
[9] 
Honda etal. 
1MB [9] 
0.96 
1 .00 
0.96 
0.53 
0.55 
0.53 
0.48 
0.50 
0.48 
LDA+ 
with 
Renin 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 
0.41 
0.43 
0.41 
-3B 2 
<a>- (xlO cm ) 
V 
Free 
0.55 
0.55 
0.54 
FGM 
0.27 
0.26 
0.26 
LDA 
0.25 
0.24 
0.23 
<£I>-
V 
0.37 
0.37 
0.36 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
0.14 
0.15 
0.14 
LDA 
with 
Renin 
0.25 
0.24 
0.24 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
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Table. 6 
Flux 
Gaisser-
O'Connel1 
Kamiokande 
[16] 
Honda etal. 
Kamiokande 
[9] 
Honda etal. 
1MB [9] 
— 3S 2 
<a> (xlO cm ) 
M Free FGM LDA \ 
2.33 
2.31 
2.27 
1 .45 
1 .43 
1 .39 
1 
1 .24 
1 .22 
1 .19 
<ff> 
V 
Gaisser-
O'Connel1 
[16] 
Honda etal. 
Kamiokande 
[9] 
Honda etal. 
1MB [9] 
1 .31 
1 .33 
1 .28 
0.76 
0.77 
0.74 
0.66 
0.68 
0.64 
LDA 
with 
Renin 
0.94 
0.92 
0.91 
0.56 
0.58 
0.55 
-36 2 
<ff>- (xlO cm ) 
V 
Fre FGM 
0.3 
0.3 
0.72 
0.37 
0.37 
0.36 
LDA 
0.32 
0.32 
0.31 
LDA 
with 
Renin 
0.32 
0.32 
0.31 
<ff>-
V 
6 
0.0 
0.9 
0.4S 
0.22 
0.22 
0.21 
0.19 
0.19 
0.18 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
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Table - 7 
Ratio of the ratios (v + v )/(i-> + v ) for C target 
« « )i ^ 
FGM 
LDA 
LDA with 
Renormln. 
Gaisser O'Connell [16] 
Kamiokande 
0.53 
0.53 
0.61 
Honda et al.[9] 
Kamiokande 
0.56 
0.56 
0.63 
Honda et al.[9] 
1MB 
0.54 
0.55 
0.62 
Table - 8 
- - 1C5 
Ratio of the ratios (i-' + i-' )/(i-' + i-\) for 0 target 
« 6 (1 p 
FGM 
LDA 
LDA with 
Renormln. 
Gaisser O'Connell [16] 
Kamiokande 
0.53 
0.54 
0.62 
Honda et al.[9] 
Kamiokande 
0.55 
0.56 
0.64 
Honda et al.[9] 
1MB 
0.54 
0.55 
0.63 
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CHAPTER - 4 
Neutrino Nucleus Reactions and Magnetic Moment of Neutrino 
d.1 Introduction: The existence of non-zero magnetic moment 
of the Dirac neutrino has been discussed in connection with 
* 
the solar neutrino problem C1] • Dirac neutrinos with a 
magnetic moment may interact with the solar magnetic field 
while passing through the sun and flip their spin, giving 
rise to wrong helicity, almost sterile neutrinos, thus 
reducing the solar neutrino flux observed in terrestrial 
detectors. This requires the neutrino to have a magnetic 
-ic 
moment of the order of 10 }i [2]. This hypothesis also 
0 
helps to explain the anticorrelation of solar neutrino flux 
with sun spot cycles [3] and biannual variation of the solar 
neutrino flux reported in the literature [2]. 
The non-vanishing value of the magnetic moment for neutrino 
has many consequences for various processes used in 
calculating the nucleosynthesis and stellar energy loss 
* In contrast the magnetic moment for the Majorana neutrino 
is zero [1]. 
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mechanism in astrophysics and cosmology. The solar neutrino 
problem lies in the discrepancy of the predicted rates of 
solar neutrinos of the standard solar model with their 
experimental observations [4,5]. Standard solar model (SSM) 
is constrained to produce today's temperature, radius, 
luminosity and composition profile of the solar core that 
governs neutrino production. The assumptions of the solar 
model are the following [5] : 
(i) It traces the evolution of the sun over the past 4.6 
billion years of the main sequence burning. Sun was highly 
convective and uniform in composition when it first entered 
7 
into the mam sequence. The core temperature is ^ 1.5 x 10 K. 
(ii) Source of energy transportation is radiation and 
convection, the solar envelope is convective while the 
radiative transport dominates in the core region where the 
thermonuclear reaction takes place. The opacity depends 
sensitively on the solar composition. 
(iii) Thermonuclear reaction chains generate solar energy. 
Over 98X of this energy is produced from the pp chain 
conversion of four protons into He through the processes : 
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CaJ 
CbD 
tcJ 
p + p 
2 
H + p 
3 3 
He + He 
3 4 
He + He 
+ Be 
7 
+ Be 
B 
8 * 
Be 
2 + 
H + e + V 
He + r 
He + 2p, 
Be + ?• 
Li + 1-' 
B + J'-
Be + e + i-' 
4 
2 He 
CNO cycle contributes the remaining 2% of solar energy, 
The uncertainties in the parameters are the metallicity and 
the opacity. They mainly manifest themselves for the neutrino 
by modifying the predicted core temperature T . Both for the 
c 
production reactions within the sun and for the detectors, 
there are nuclear cross section uncertainties. But the SSM is 
in agreement with most other calculations when the same 
inputs are used and is in agreement with the heliosesimology 
data and information about the main sequence stars. 
Since 1967 the measurements of solar neutrino flux was 
started by R.Davis Jr.[6] at Homestake gold mines, South 
Dakota and now three more experiments [7-9] have measured the 
solar neutrino flux. The results of all these experiments 
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have been listed in Table-1, alongwith the theoretical 
expectations of the SSM. It can be clearly seen from Table-1 
that there is a big discrepancy between the experimental 
observations and the theoretical predictions. This 
discrepancy is known as the solar neutrino problem. We have 
tabulated the main characteristics of the present and future 
solar neutrino experiments in Table-2 [10]. 
There are several explainations to the solution of this 
problem e.g.astrophysical / nuclear solution, where one must 
take into account the uncertainties in the parameters, 
non-standard solar models with new physics ingredients like 
WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles), which have been 
proposed in connection with the solar neutrino problem and 
one of the candidates for the dark matter [5]. 
The other solutions are the neutrino's oscillation (like 
vacuum oscillation, Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein matter 
enhanced oscillation), spin flip due to the magnetic moment 
of the neutrino, y-decays, resonant spin flavour precession, 
etc. may take place while the neutrino is coming from the 
solar core to the particle detector. Among these, MSW 
explains the data very well. However, there is no confirmed 
experimental signature for the oscillation. Recently LSND 
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group [11] have announced the discovery of non-zero neutrino 
mass. This may have brought the first evidence for the 
neutrino's mass and flavour mixing. The solution with the 
neutrino magnetic moment is that the neutrino spin precession 
or spin flavour precession can occur in the magnetic field of 
the sun, converting a fraction of solar v into i-' or into 
flR' IIR T R ' T R 
4.2 Electromagnetic Properties of the Neutrino : 
In the standard model of the electroweak interaction the mass 
and magnetic moment of the neutrino is zero. At tree level, 
the neutrino being a neutral particle cannot have an 
electromagnetic interaction like a charged fermion whose 
t - u interaction Lagrangian is written as :/. = e Q v^  y w A , 
vnt ^ ' ^i ^ ' 
where Q is the charge of the particle in the units of 
electron charge e. Neutrino interaction with photon may arise 
through the loop diagrams where the effective Lagrangian may 
t - u 
be written as : Z. .. = u' 0 w A . 
The general form of 0 is written as [1] : 
% = ^^^^^ - ^^^ q)[R(q^)+r(q^)^jj] + a^^<i'[D^{Q^)+iD^{q)r^1, 
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2 2 
where R(q ) is the charge radius, r(q ) is the axial charge 
2 2 
radius, D (q ) is the magnetic form factor and D (q ) is the 
2 
electric form factor. In the non-relativistic limit D (q ) 
may be written as D (O)a.B, where D (0) is the magnetic 
moment of the neutrino (M) and B is the magnetic field. 
2 
D ( q = 0 ) = d i s the electric dipole moment. If CP (Charge 
E 
2 
Conjugation-Parity) is assumed to be conserved then D (q )=0. 
E 
However, at some higher order loops involving virtual quark 
2 
lines, this will induce a non-zero D (q ) for the neutrino. 
Neutrino while passing through the sun may interact with the 
solar magnetic field and flip their spin. Assuming the 
neutrino spin precession to be the same as that of an 
electron, which is given by Larmor formula [12] : 
d s 
dT = -^  "' ^  • 
where s and |i are the electron spin and magnetic moment. 
For neutrino s will be replaced by s and u by u then 
after the distance 1, the neutrino spin rotation angle is 
given by 6, where 9 = ^ B (1/v). 
Neutrino spin flip is possible when ji B 1 2: i , where 1 is the 
length of the convective zone and )i is the neutrino magnetic 
moment measured in Bohr magneton, with 1=2x10 cm the length 
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3 4 
Of the convective zone of the sun and B i 10 - 10 G, 
required magnetic moment of the neutrino for the spin flip is 
3i;(0.3-1 )x10~ 11 . This is possible only when the mass of the 
B 
neutrino is not zero. One can introduce the neutrino mass by 
incorporating a right handed neutrino singlet. By doing so 
one also generates a magnetic moment }!^  which is very small 
%3.0x10"*'(m / e V ) . However, there are models beyond 
the standard model like SU(2) x U(1) , SU(2)x SU(2) x 
Y L R 
U(i) left right model, etc. where a larger value of 
B-L 
neutrino mass and magnetic moment may be obtained [1, 12]. 
The upper limits for the neutrino magnetic moment deduced 
from above models are summarized in Table-3 [1, 13-16], 
There have been some attempts to obtain experimental limits 
on the magnetic moment of the neutrinos (antineutrinos) of 
all species by performing neutrino (antineutrino) electron 
scattering at various accelerators and reactors. A summary of 
the existing experimental results is shown in Table-3 
[1, 16, 17]. 
The standard model of electroweak interaction describes the 
neutrino scattering with leptons and hadrons through the W 
and Z exchanges, which are helicity conserving processes in 
the case of massless neutrinos. In the presence of non-zero 
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mass of the neutrino, the helicity flipping reactions are 
also possible whose cross-sections are small, being 
2 
proportional to m , where m is the neutrino mass, and are 
generally quite small. There are no terms linear in m as a 
result of the absence of interference terms. When the 
possibility of electromagnetic interactions of neutrinos is 
considered through the presence of a magnetic moment |i, the 
scattering processes are helicity flipping. The total 
electroweak scattering cross sections of the massless 
neutrino are then the incoherent sum of the weak scattering 
through W , Z exchanges and the electromagnetic scattering 
through one - photon exchange. In the case of non-zero mass 
of the neutrino, there is an interference term between the 
weak and electromagnetic contributions which is linear in 
mass and magnetic moment of the neutrino. This interference 
term has been studied and can be shown to be smaller than the 
other contributions for m about a few keV and u 2: 
—10 
10 M [2]. In addition to the magnetic moment (i discussed 
above, neutrino can also have a transition magnetic moment. 
The electromagnetic neutrino scattering taking place as a 
result of the transition magnetic moment flips the flavour in 
addition to flipping the helicity, therefore, it does not 
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interfere with any terms discussed above and the cross 
sections due to this magnetic moment add incoherently to the 
above cross sections. The various upper limits quoted for the 
magnetic moment and reproduced in Table-3 do not distinguish 
between these two flavour of the neutrinos in the final 
state. The quoted upper limits, therefore, apply to both 
types of magnetic moments. 
In section 4.3 we present the implications of the presence of 
a non-zero transition magnetic moment of the neutrinos in 
some neutrino nucleus elastic and inelastic scattering. The 
results also apply to the case of a normal magnetic moment 
where the presence of an additional interference term does 
not affect our results as its contribution is small for the 
values of non-zero neutrino masses of i-' and v , which are 
* M 
consistent with currently available experimental limits [18]. 
4.3 Effect of magnetic moment on neutrino nucleus reactions : 
We have explored the possibility of finding, useful limits, 
if any, on the neutrino magnetic moment from an analysis of 
neutrino nucleus reactions. The first attempt to this 
direction was made by Reines et al.[19] when they observed 
neutral current reactions on deuterium [20]. Recently with 
the observations of neutral current reactions with i-' and i-' 
124 
12 
beams in C, investigation of the possibility of neutrino 
magnetic moment effects in these reactions were undertaken 
12 
[21]. It turns out that these reactions in deuterium and C 
[20, 21], which are mainly induced by the axial vector 
currents, do not get any appreciable contributions from the 
neutrino magnetic moment. We have looked into the possibility 
of observing these effects in neutrino nucleus reactions 
induced by isoscalar vector currents which are suppressed in 
the standard model. For this purpose we have considered the 
p * 
elastic and inelastic ( J = 0 ,T = 0 ) transitions in some 
4 12 1(S 40 96 
nuclei like He, C, 0, Ar and Mo which have been 
2 <S 8 18 42 
recently proposed in connection with the solar neutrino or 
dark matter detection experiments [1]. Theoretically, 
elastic reactions are favoured as they provide larger cross 
sections compared to inelastic reactions, but the detection 
of these reactions, experimentally, is very difficult because 
of the small recoil of the target nucleus, the only 
observable in elastic scattering. On the other hand, 
inelastic reactions are more amenable to the experimental 
detection through the observation of excited state decay 
products but are hampered by very small cross sections. 
We shall derive the various formulae for the differential 
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cross sections and total cross sections corresponding to the 
elastic and inelastic scattering of neutrino with the 
standard model results. In section 4.4, we have numerically 
evaluated and plotted these cross sections as a function of 
incident neutrino energy. Here we also present total cross 
section results for these nuclei after folding it with some 
standard neutrino (anti neutrino) spectra from reactors and 
accelerators and discuss these results. 
4.3.1 Elastic scattering ; 
The form of the matrix element for the neutrino nucleus 
reaction (with the neutrino megnetic moment }i) 
1-' (k) + \ ( p ) ^ vik"') + ^XCP^) (4.1) 
is written as 
f^'' = ji u(k"') a q^ ' u(k) — <p"'| J** 1P> , (4.2) 
q 
where k and k are the four momenta of the incoming and 
outgoing neutrinos which are of different flavour, p(p ) are 
the incoming (outgoing) four momenta of the nucleus, 
V V /V 
q (=k -k ) is the four momentum transfer , |i (=eM /2m ) is 
T l^  © 
the transition magnetic moment of the neutrino, and 
<P iJj, IP> = (P+P )^ F^^(q ) , (4.3) 
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where F ,(q ) is the nuclear elastic form factor. 
el 
From this the following expression for the differential 
scattering cross section is derived : 
da MM dl 
dQ 
2,2 2 
rra Z u 
2 2 
m Q 
1 -
p.q 
2ME 
2 
F , (q ) (4.4) 
where Z is the atomic number, a is the fine structure 
constant, E is the incident neutrino energy, M is the mass of 
the nucleus and 
p.q = 
Q (4.5) 
where Q =-q . The form of the elastic form factor F* (Q ) 
el 
IS 
taken to be exp(-aQ ) [22], where a is determined from 
elastic electron scattering data on various nuclei. 
The toal cross section a as a function of neutrino energy is 
derived to be : 
2 ,2 2 
^MM ^ " ^ ^ Z M ^ 
6 I 2 
m 
" I MT J 8aE^+16a^E'*+—-—: [exp(-8aE^ )-1 ] 4aME 
- - — [ • 
32M'E'a «-
2 2 1 2 
4E exp(-8aE )+—r- [exp(-8aE ) -1 (4.6) 
where T is the minimum recoil of the nucleus taken to be 
min 
zero in all other terms except the logarithmic term. This 
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process takes place in the standard theory of electroweak 
interactions through the HamiItonian [23]: 
G 
H = : ^ u (k') r ^ (1+^5) u(k) / , (4.7) 
Z . . Z . 2. em 
With the neutral current J given by J = -2 Sin 8 J , |i M V (1 
dtn 
where J is the electromagnetic current, 6 is the weak 
|J W 
2 
mixing angle (Sin S =0.233), and G is the Fermi coupling 
constant. 
The matrix element, therefore, is written as 
G 
W = r^ u (k^) r..(1+J'„) u(k) (-2 Sin^S ) (p + p'')'* F , (Q^, 
(4.8) 
where k and k now correspond to the four momenta of the 
initial and final neutrinos of the same flavour. 
From this the following expression for the differential 
scattering cross section is obtained : 
SM 2 2 2 2 2 2 
dQ^ " " I- 4E^ ME J 
SM 
The total cross section CT . (E) is then obtained by 
2 
integrating over Q and is found to be '-
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[ Z(1-4Sin'e )-N ]'Q^ ' 
°.i(^'= TiSi 
[1-exp(-8aE' 
[ 2ME "^  4E' J 
[4E^exp(-8aE* )+^[exp(-8aE* )-1 ]j (4.10) 
The total cross section will be the sum of cross sections 
given in Eqns.(4.6) and (4.10) as they correspond to final 
neutrinos of different flavours. However, if the neutrino has 
a normal magnetic moment M, then the final neutrino will have 
the same flavour as the neutrino in Eqn.(4.8) for which the 
matrix element is 
/f^; = M u(k'') a q'-' u(k) ^  <p''| /^|p> (4.11) 
q 
The differential and total cross section in this case will be 
given by Eqns.(4.4) and (4.6) with u replaced by p and an 
additional term coming from the interference of ft and M , 
J' Z' 
which is proportional to m and are given by the expressions: 
da vnt 
el 
dQ 
2 2 2 2 
m ot G |i Z F , (Q ) S in 6 
iZ m E* 
e 
1 + 
p.q 
2ME . . . ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
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m a G u Z Sin 6 
a (E)= 
2y2 m E a 
1-exp(-8aE^ ) - ^ 2 4E^ 
']-^=[' 
exp(-8aE*) + — [-1 + exp(-8aE^)] 
(4.13) 
For a neutrino mass of a few keV and M ^10 M , a , (E) 
becomes comparable to ff , (E) for E, 5;lO-20MeV. For i^ 5; 10 p 
int 
used in our present calulations, a , (E) is quite small in 
MM 
comparison to a (E) and is, therefore, neglected in the 
subsequent discussions. 
4.3.2. Inelastic Scattering : 
The form of the matrix element for the neutrino nucleus 
reaction (with a neutrino magnetic moment }i) 
I-' (k) + ^  X(p) > i-'(k') + J X*(p"') , 
4c IT t 
where X corresponds to the isoscalar-scalar (J =0 ,T=0) 
excited state of the nucleus, and is given by (4.2), where 
the general form of the matrix element <p jj*'"|p> is now 
given by 
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^ I ©f" I r . 2 , , 2 ^ 1 
<p |J^ |p> = I F^(q )q^ + F^Cq )P^J , (4.14) 
where q = (p - p) and P = (p + p) 
Conservation of electromagnetic current implies that 
2 
2'^ ' q.P 1 
F (Q^) = - ^  F (Q^) . (4.15) 
Using this value for the matrix element <p |J lp> in M, we 
get 
n = iiu(k') a q" u(k)(-^ )(P+p"')^ ''inel^ ^^ '^ (4.16) 
q 
where, F ,(Q^) = ^ F (Q^  ) (4.17) 
msl q.P 1 
2 2 Since F (Q ) vanishes as Q goes to zero [i.e.Eqn.(4.4)], 
inel 
experimentally it is parameterized as, 
F ,(Q^ ) = Q^(A+BQ^)F ,(Q^) (4.18) 
t,nel el 
and the constants A and B are determined from inelastic 
electron scattering data on the various nuclei [24, 25]. 
In the standard model, the matrix element for inelastic 
2 
neutrino scattering is given by (4.8) except that F (Q ) is 
el 
2 
replaced by F ,(Q ) as given in (4.18). 
mel 
From these matrix elements, the following expressions for the 
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differential cross-section dcr\dQ and the total cross-section 
a are obtained for the various cases discussed in section 
(4.3.1) : 
MM 
da I n«l 
dQ 
2 2 2 . 2 . 
rrot |i F , (Q ) ' 
I net 
Q'm' 
1 -
p.q 
2ME (4.19) 
dff su 
\. nol 
dQ 
Z 2 2 2 2 
n I 2 E ' ^^  -f (4.20) 
where P - q = 2 " •*• 
*2 2. 
(M - M ) (4.21) 
and M is the mass of the excited nucleus, 
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MM , ^ 
O , E = 
zVzna u A 
• 1 I 
m 
2 4 
r, = 0 L E E -• 
, „ . ^ri+2 n + 2 
(E - AM) E 
where a = r i - . _ - _ _ V b = 0 , c = 0 , 
o y 2 16 '' o o 
a = 151 f , - - - - 1 . b = - i^ili 
1 3A '^^  2 16 •'' 1 6M 
, C^ = 0 , 
a = 
8B 
«> 
f 1 - ^ - ^ 1 , b = - 1^111^ 
'^^ 2 1 6 / 2 MA , c = - — 
^ 8M* 
„ ^ 8 (b+4)B 4B 
a^ =0 , b = , c = -
' 5MA^ ' 5MA^ 
,a^= 0 , b^=0. 
4 B^ ^ AM^ . . . « 
^4= ; - , . b= - i i i r '"M = M - M 
(4.22) 
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2 (8G_Sin e..A) 
SM "" 
a -i nel 
 n 6 r .^ T 
(E) = :r > a + '^' ( E - A M ) E 
where 
6B ,. ^x ^y 3a 
a; = ( 1 - b ) . b^  = 0. < = _ ( 1 - b ) , b-; = - ^„ 
48B(1-b) ./ 48aB .' _ - .." _ 16aB 
a = , b = - , a = 0 , D - -
2 ^ 2 ' 2 5MA ' 3 ' 3 2 
5A MA 
a= 1+ ^ (4.23) 
Other symbols have the same meaning as in Eqn.(4.22). 
In the case of inelastic scattering, da ,/dQ is calculated 
2 2 
to be similar to Eq.(4.12) with F , (Q ) replaced by F (Q ) 
©I vnel 
and p.q given by Eqn.(4.21). The numerical contribution of 
a .(E), calculated by integrating da ,/dQ , is so small 
MM SM 
in comparison to ff ,(E) and a ,(E) in this case as well 
I net I nel 
and is, therefore, neglected. 
4.4. Results and Discussion : 
MM 
We have numerically evaluated the total cross section a , ( E ) , 
MM SM SM 
a ,(E), a ,(E), and a (E) using the various formulae 
inftl el I nel 
given in section 4.3. for some nuclei like He, C, O, 
Ar and Mo. These nuclei have been either proposed or are 
presently being used in various experiments on solar neutrino 
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and astrophysical neutrinos [23]. The proposed bolometric 
detectors filled with He or LVD detectors filled with C or 
water-based large detectors will be observing many neutrino 
interactions in the near future [26]. The results from the 
ambitious ICARUS [27] project using Ar and efforts to 
observe neutrino reactions with Mo [28] will also be 
available sometime in the near future. The energy dependence 
of the cross section £i(E) for neutrino reactions in these 
nuclei with or without magnetic moments will be useful in 
analyzing these experiments. In the following we discuss the 
cases of elastic and inelastic reactions separately. 
4.4.1. Elastic Scattering i 
MM SM 
The elastic scattering cross section a , (E) and a ,(E) are 
evaluated using Eqns.(4.6) and (4.10). In order to calculate 
these cross sections, we have used the elastic form factors 
for He, C, and 0 from the data on elastic scattering and 
have taken experimental results from [4, 23, 25]. 
For Ar and Mo we have used the charge radii of these to 
determine the form factors as defined in (4.3) through 
2 2 2 
relation <R > = -6dF(Q )/dQ I 2 . The experimental form of 
F(Q ) = exp(-a Q ) used for Ar and Mo is taken to be 
adequate for very small values of the entire range of Q^  
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relevant to energies up to 50MeV used in our present 
MM 
calculations. In the case of numerical evaluation of a (E), 
some care has to be taken because of the occurrence of a 
logarithmic term in Eqn.(4,6). Even though the theoretical 
value of T is 0, we have substituted T . = leV to perform 
nun m m 
MM SM 
the numerical calculations. The values of a (E) and a (E) 
calculated in this way are plotted as a function of E and 
shown in Fig.1. The numerical values of the cross sections 
-lO 
a re p r e s e n t e d f o r f i = 4 x 1 0 (i [ 1 7 ] . We see t h a t a t l ower 
MM SM 
energies a (E) is larger than a (E), but as the neutrino 
SM MM 
energy E increases, a (E) becomes larger than a (E). This 
happens at E = 12MeV for He, which gradually decreases as we 
go towards the heavier nuclei. In order to test the 
sensitivity of our numerical calculations to the assumed 
valued of T , we have varied T . The numerical results 
mm m\,ri 
MM 
are shown in Fig. 2, which shows that a (E) can vary by 
factors of 3 at energies relevant to the reactor 
antineutrinos, while it can vary by factors of 2 at energies 
relevant to neutrinos from muon decay as we vary T from 1 
min 
to lOOeV. The major problem in observing elastic neutrino 
scattering is the lack of observables in final state. The only observable in the final st te is the recoil of t
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target nucleus which is very small. There is a possibility of 
observing these reactions with the help of bolometric 
detectors presently being built for various dark matter 
detection experiments [26]. This introduces an experimental 
cut off on T . For a kilogram size low temperature 
min 
detector, a T of 0.1 keV is the best that can be achieved 
min 
in the near future [20]. If a T of 0.1 KeV is used, then 
min 
MM 
the results quoted in Fig.1 for cr (E) will be reduced by a 
factor of 2-3 over the energy range considered. On the other 
hand, if the limits of (0.85-1.08)x10 u as shown in Table 
B 
MM 
-3 for (1 are taken, the numerical results for a (E) will be 
enhanced by a factor of 4 to 7. This uncertainty should be 
MM SM 
kept in mind while comparing the values of a (E) and a (E). 
To investigate the question whether a deviation in the 
neutrino cross section from standard model predictions can 
put useful limits on the neutrino magnetic moment, we have 
calculated the integrated antineutrino cross sections for two 
reactor antineutrino spectra taken from Vogel and Engel [2] 
and Avignnone [29] for the purpose of illustration. The total 
cross sections of Fig.l , folded with the antineutrino 
spectra of Vogel and Engel [2] and Avignnone [29], are shown MM SM in Table-3 f r both cases of a (E) and a (E). We have also
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calculated the energy dependent weighted cross section for 
neutrino scattering for the neutrinos from stopped muon decay 
[30] and the results are presented in Table-5. 
4.4.2. Inelastic Scattering : 
Neutrino inelastic reactions are experimentally better suited 
to study the neutrino properties discussed earlier as the 
decay products of excited states provide additional 
observables for detection. For example, the 0 excited state 
of He decays primarily to proton plus radioactive tritium 
+ 12 
while the 0 excited state of C decays through cx emission 
and the 0 excited state of 0 decays by e e emission. 
+ ^f\ Oft 
Similarly the 0 excited state of Ar and Mo decay through 
+ -/ emission and e e emission. The disadvantage of these 
processes is that the calculated cross sections are found 
to be too small in some cases and are not expected to be 
observed in the near future. We have, however, calculated 
them also to give a complete picture of inelastic reactions. 
MM 
In order to calculate the inelastic cross sections a (E) 
I r i * L 
SM 
and a. (E),we have used Eqs.(4.22) and (4.23). The 
I n * L 
inelastic form factors F , (Q ) are parameterized as in 
Eqn.(4,18) A and B are determined from the inelastic electron 
scattering data on He, C, and O, which are taken from 
138 
Refs.[3, 23, 25]. These values are given in Table-6. Using 
2 
these values of A and B for F (Q ), the total cross 
inel 
MM SM 
sections o , (E) and a , (E) are calculated and plotted as 
a function of E in Fig.3. We see that these cross sections 
4 
are quite small except for He where they are appreciable at 
higher energies. 
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Table Caption 
-3<S -1 -1 
Table 1 : Predicted rates in SNU (10 atoms Sec ) from 
the various flux components for the chlorine and gallium 
experiments [4,5]. 
Table 2 : Main Characteristics of present and future solar 
neutrino experiments [10] . 
Table 3 : Present upper limits on ji . 
Table i : Weighted elastic scattering cross section 
-41 2 
(in 10 cm ) from reactor antineutrinos for different 
nuclei. Spectra No.1 from Ref.[29] and spectra No.2 from 
Ref.[30]. 
Table 5 : Weighted elastic scattering cross sections 
—36 2 
(in 10 cm ) from neutrinos at the accelerators for 
-iO 
different nuclei with u = 4x10 u . 
M 
Table 6 : Values of A and B. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. IJ a,(E) vs E for He(Solid line), Ar (clashed) and 
Mo (dotted) targets. The upper curves (a) are for the 
standard model while the lower curves (b) are for the case 
-ID 
of the magnetic moment with ii = 4*10 ^ . Note that the 
« 
4 40 
different scales have been used for He and Ar. In the case 
of C and O the nature of the curves are similar to He 
but an order of magnitude larger. 
Fig.2) a ,(E) vs T for He at different values of E ; 
E=1.0 MeV(Solid line), 10.0 MeV(dashed) and 20.0 MeV(dotted). 
In the case of Ar the nature of the curve is similar to 
He but larger by two orders of magnitude. 
Fiq.3) a ,(E) vs E for inelastic neutrino scattering on 
He, C and Ar. The solid lines correspond to the 
standard model and dashed curves correspond to the magnetic 
-lO 1<$ 
moment with u = 4*10 u in all cases. In the case of 0 
the energy dependence cross section is similar to C while 
for Mo the cross section is similar to Ar. 
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Table - 1 
Experiments 
Kamiokande 
Homestake 
Ga11ium 
(combined) 
SAGE 
GALLEX 
S S M 
5.69+0.82 
8±1 
+7 131.5_g 
Exp 
2.89 „ „ ±0.35 
-0.21 
2.55+0.17+0.18 
77+9 
+ 13+5 74 
-12-5 
79+10+6 
Exp/SSM 
0.50+0.07[0.07] 
0.31+0.03C0.04] 
0.59+0.07[0.03] 
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Tab le .2 
Experiment 
(Location) 
Homestake 
(U.S.A.) 
SAGE(Russia) 
GALLEX(Italy) 
Kamiokande 
(Japan) 
1 
Super Kamiok-
ande (Japan) 
SNO(Canada) 
ICARUS 
(Italy) 
BOREXINO 
(Italy) 
HELLAZ 
(Italy) 
Fiducial 
mass (tons) 
140 
(615t ofC CI ) 
2 4 
60 
(metal lie 
Phase) 
30.3 
in GaCl +HC1 
3 
680 
(water) 
22000 
(water) 
1000 
(D2 0)+NaCl 
3x5000 
liquid Argon 
100 
Trimethyl -
borate 
12 
Helium 
Process 
I.- +^"Cl 
37 . 
—> Ar+e 
V + Ga 
—> Ge+e 
i^  + Ga 
e 
—* Ge+e 
1-' +e 
X 
—»i-' +e~ 
X 
V +e 
X 
—>i-' +e 
X 
V +d 
—»p+p+e 
i-' +e 
—fv +e 
X 
V +d 
—H-' +p+n 
1-' +e 
y 
—>i-> + e 
40 
V + Ar 
d 
-• K+e 
u +e 
X "" 
>i-> + e 
X 
y + B 
— > C+e 
i-> +e 
X 
' w +e 
1 >* 
Eih(e) 
MeV 
-
-
• " 
7.5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
0.25-0.7 
2.0 
0.1 
Eih(l.-) 
(MeV) 
0.814 
0.233 
0.233 
8.5 
6 
6.4 
6 
2.2 
6 
10 
0.41 
0.22 
Rate 
_ 4 
Day 
0.3 
1 .5 
0.75 
0.3 
23 
27 
3 
7.5 
3x8 
3x6.5 
50 
? 
15 
Back-
ground 
Day 
0.08 
0.12 
0.06 
0.5 
6.6 
3 
3 
2.5 
<0.4 
18-117 
10-100 
• 
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Table.3 
Constraints 
Cosmological arguments 
(1) Nuclear Synthesis in the 
Big Bang [13] 
Astrophysical Constraints 
(1) Energy loss in He stars [14] 
(2) Supernova 1987A [15] 
(3) Plasmons in stellar plasma [1] 
(4) Stellar cooling [1] 
Laboratory experiments 
(1) I-' e scattering [16] 
(2) I-' e, V e scattering [1] 
(3) i-' e scattering [17] 
(4) v^ [16] 
Limits on u (in u ) 
B 
-11 
|i < 10 
* 
Ji < O.SxIo"*^ 
< 5x10"*" 
< (0.1-1)x10~*° 
< 10-^° 
-lO 
|i < 4x10 
U — -ICi 
'^y ,1-' < 8.5x10 
M M 
u < 10.8x10' 
|1 < 4x10'** 
T 
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Table. 4 
Standard Model Magnetic Moment 
Nucle i 
4 
2 
12 
<S 
i d 
8 
4 0 
16 
S>8 
42 
He 
C 
o 
Ar 
Ho 
Spectra No.1 
2 
<a> in cm 
9*10~^ 
8.9*10~^ 
1.4*10"^ 
1.1 
7.3 
Spectra No.2 
2 
<a> in cm 
5.9*10'^ 
5.3*10"^ 
9.5*10~* 
7.4 
4.8 
Spectra No.1 
2 
<£i> in cm 
8.8*10'^ 
6.8*10'^ 
1 .1 
5.2 
+ 1 
2.3*10 
Spectra No.2 
2 
<a> in cm 
1 .0*10"^ 
8.1«10~^ 
1 .3 
6.2 
+ 1 
2.7*10 
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Table - 5 
Nuclei 
4 
He 
2 12 
c 
0 
B 
Ar 
IB 
£>8 
Mo 
42 
Standard Model 
2 
<a> in cm 
2.0*10~^ 
1.9*10'^ 
3.8*10"^ 
2.6*10'* 
1.7 
Magnetic Moment 
2 
<a> in cm 
1.8*to'* 
1.0*10'* 
1.8*10'^ 
1.3«10~^ 
6.6 
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Table. 6 
Nuclei 
gHe [22] 
" C [24] 
'B° [25] 
4D 
Ar le 
Mo 
42 
A(fm^) 
0.32 
0.69 
0.26 
0.50 
0.50 
B(fm^) 
- 0.06 
- 0.30 
- 0.12 
- 0.15 
- 0.15 
150 
cr(cm^)xio -39 
151 
cr(cm^)x1o''^ 
3 
< 
o 
K 
£ 
2 
00 
9 
Ol 
1 
o 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
1 
1 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ • 
/ 
/ / 
o 
4 
Ol 
152 
(r(cm2)xio^® 
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Chapter - 5 
Neutrino Nucleus Reactions and Strangeness 
Content of the Nucleons 
5.1. Introduction : 
Recently the strangeness content of the nucleon has been 
discussed in connection with the nucleon spin crisis [1-3]. 
In the constituent quark model a proton is made up of three 
valence quarks i.e. two up quarks and one down quark. These 
three quarks account for the quantum numbers of the proton 
and it is expected that the spins of the individual quarks 
should also add up to give the spin of the proton.In the last 
two decades, the experimental determinations of the spin 
dependent structure function g*^ (x) of the proton, g'^ (x) of 
the deuteron, and g (x) of the neutron were made from the 
scattering of the longitudinally polarized leptons by 
longitudinally polarized protons and deuterons [ 4 - 8 ] . First 
was an experiment at SLAC [4] in which polarized electron 
scattering with energies between 6 and 21 GeV were used and 
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covered the kinematic range 0.1 < x < 0.7, where x is the 
Bjorken scaling variable. The experiment at CERN [5] in which 
polarized muons of 100, 120 and 200 GeV covered the 
kinematic range 0.01 < x < 0.7. SMC group [7] have measured 
the spin dependent structure function g (x) of the deuteron 
in deep-inelastic scattering of polarized muons off 
polarized deuterons in the kinematical range 0.006 < x <0.6 , 
IGeV < Q < 30Gev . The spin dependent structure function 
g"(x) of the neutron has been measured by SMC group [6]. 
The results of all these experiments disagree with the 
prediction of the Ellis Jaffe sum rule [9] for the proton and 
indicate that in quark model, the spin of the quarks and 
antiquarks contribute a little to the spin of the proton. 
This discrepancy of the theoretical expectation with the 
experimental observation is known as nucleon spin crisis. 
Many ways to overcome this crisis have been suggested in the 
literature [1-2,10-12]. One of the interpretations of the 
experimental results is that the strange quarks within the 
nucleon carry some of the missing spin [1,11]. The idea of 
non-zero strangeness content of the nucleon first came from 
the analysis of T term obtained from ir-N scattering [13]. 
This suggests a non-negligible value for the proton matrix 
155 
element of the ss operator. Neglecting the ss pairs in the 
sea would imply a value for the nucleon mass ss 600 MeV. 
Another evidence for the non-^ero strangeness content came 
from the measurement of the matrix element <pls^ ^ s!p> in 
I { 1 5 ' 
elastic i->p and deep inelastic )i p scattering [5,14]. The data 
indicates a non-zero value of the matrix element. From the 
above results it is inferred that the nucleon matrix element 
of strange quark operators e>g, s-quark vector and axial 
vector currents may be non-negligible. The matrix elements of 
these currents are parameterized in terms of strangeness form 
factors G^(Q ), G^(Q ) and G®(Q^), known as the electric 
E M A 
Strangeness form factor, magnetic strangeness form factor, and 
axial vector strangeness form factor respectively. 
Experimental constraints have been reported on G^ where it's 
A 
2 4 -> 
value at Q = 0 has been obtained from deep inelastic |i p 
scattering [5] and from the BML i-'-p scattering experiments at 
2 2 
non-zero Q [14], where Q dependence has been assumed to be 
of dipole form. No experimental constraints have been 
reported for G® and G®. Various models have been suggested 
for the determination of strangeness vector current form 
factor [11-12,15-20]. In he following we describe in brief the experimental 
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results which indicate the possibility of non-zero 
strangeness content in nucleon. In section 3, we discuss the 
electromagnetic and strangeness charge form factors of the 
nucleon in various models and the present experimental status 
for the determination of these form factors and future plans 
to put a better constraint on these form factors . In 
section 5.4. we discuss the nucleon's strangeness charge form 
factor determination through neutrino nucleus reactions. In 
section 5.5. we present our results alongwith the energy 
weighted cross section for v spectrum recently obtained for 
the LSND collaborations [21]. 
5.2. Evidences for nonzero strangeness content of the Nucleon 
Ci) EMC Experiment [5] : By polarizing the lepton beam and 
the proton target, information is obtained on the way the 
spin of the proton is distributed among the flavours of the 
quark. Experimentally it is asymmetry which is measured and 
it is defined as 
A ( x . Q ^ ) = 
. 2 ^ d 0 
di'2dE^ 
2 t t 
d a 
-
+ 
2 n 
d a 
dOdE' 
^ 2 ^ d a 
(5.1) 
d£"2dE di'JdE 
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where d a /dOdE' are the differential cross sections for 
deep inelastic scattering for parallel (anti-parallel) 
orientation of beam and target polarizations. The sum and the 
difference of the differential cross sections for the 
polarized beam are given as [3] : 
2 Sin^e/2 F (X,Q') 
2 
+ ^ Cos^9/2 FJ.CX.Q'^) 
^2 ^ 
d a 
dCi 6E 
+ 
d a 
dft dE^ 
2 / Z -
8 a E 
4 
m Q 
2 n 
d a 
dCl dE^ 
^2 ^ 
d a 
dfl dE^ 
8 a^  E" f 
2 
E Q y 
(E + E'COS9) g^(x,Q^) 
(5.2) 
2 2 
where, F (x,Q ) and F (x,Q ) are the electromagnetic form 
1 2 
factors which are spin independent, and g (x,Q ) is spin 
dependent form factor, E and E are the incoming and outgoing 
2 
energies of the leptons respectively, Q is the four momentum 
transfer square, v = M(E-E ) with M as the target mass, 6 is 
the scattering angle, x is the Bjorken scaling variable 
2 
(=Q /Zv), and a is the fine structure constant. The spin 
weighted structure function g (x) describes the spin weighted 
momentum distribution of the quarks in the nucleon. A simple 
calculation in the quark parton model gives the following 
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relation for g (x) 
J g^(x) dx = ^ I e^ A( (5.3) 
where e is the charge of quark and Aq is the polarized 
quark contribution to the structure function g (x) given by 
Aq (u.d.s) = J f[q*(x) + q*(x)] - tq (x)*+ q (x)Mdx 
For proton. 
5 L 
Au + - Ad + - As + 9 9 
(5.4) 
where the dotted line shows the contribution from the higher 
quarks. Including the gluon contribution Aq modifies to 
a. 
Aq = Aq - -^ AG 2n q 
Equation 4 can be re-written as : 
/ < ( x ) dx 
4 
Ad) + - (Au + Ad - 2As) 
+ - (Au + Ad + As) + 
159 
1 . 1 3 ) 1 , IB) 1 , (0) 
12 36 ^ 9 ^ • ,r rs 
(5.5; 
<0) 
where Aq is the total contribution from quark spin to the 
spin of the proton. 
Aq and Aq ' are deduced from the low energy neutron and 
hyperon beta decays, respectively. 
3 
It can be shown that Au - Ad = g , (5.6) 
3 
where g is the iso-scalar axial coupling constant. 
A 
Assuming exact SU(3) flavour symmetry for the semileptonic 
i 6 > 
decays of the baryon [22], Aq is related to the F and D 
coupling strength occurring in the decays i.e. : 
Au + Ad - 2As = 3F-D (5.7) 
3 
The values of g , F and D obtained from the neutron (3 decay 
A 
and the semileptonic decays of hyperons [23] : 
g^  = 1.254 ± 0.006 
A 
F = 0.461 ± 0.014 1 (5.8) 
D = 0.793 ± 0.013 
Using these the total quark spin contribution to the 
proton AI can be written as : 
= 9 f g^x) dx - 7 (3F - D) - I g° 
- i 4 4 A 
o 
(5.9) 
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EMC group [5] have obtained the polarized proton structure 
function g^(x) by measuring the asymmetry for x between 0.01 
2 2 2 
and 0.7, and Q between 1. 5GeV and for 70GeV . The mean 
2 2 
value of Q for the experiment was 10.7GeV . 
After the Regge extrapolation to their data to x=0 they found 
1 
J g^(x) dx = 0.126 ± O.OIO(statistical) ± 0.015(systematic) 
o 
(5.10) 
Combining equations 8 & 10, and including a small radiative 
correction from QCD, 
AZ = 0.120 + 0.094 (Stat.) ± 0.138(sys.) 
(5.11) 
which is consistent with zero. 
This implies that the valence quarks contribute very little 
to the spin of the nucleon. 
From equations 6,7,8 & 11, Au, Ad and As can be independently 
determined and are found out to be 
Au = 0.77 ± 0.07, 
Ad = -0.49 ± 0.08, 
As = -0.15 ± 0.08. 
(5.12) 
Therefore, it can be inferred from the EMC result that the 
strangeness contribution to the polarised scattering cross 
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section is non-zero and could be large. The value of As 
obtained in eqn.12) using quark parton model implies a weak 
current coupling strength g of strange quarks in the nucleon 
A 
to be -0.15 + 0.08 [1]. 
Cii) S term in iiN scattering : 
The analysis of I term from rrN scattering suggests 
a non-zero value for proton matrix element of the ss 
operator i.e. 
<N(p^)j is (N(p)> = S (t) u^ ,(p') u (p) , 
' ' S N N 
/ 2 
where t=(p-p ) and S (t) is the strangeness form factor. 
s 
A ratio R is defined as | 
s 
<p!ssIp> 
R. = ^l_ 1^  _ : ^ 0.1-0.2 (5.13) 
<p{uu + dd+ ss|p> 
which is obtained from I term. The different experimental 
values we have tabulated in Table-1. In this framework 
neglecting a ss pair in the sea would imply a nucleon mass 
^ eoOMeV. Theoretically the large value for <p{ss}p> has been 
given in the context of Skyrme [24],bag [24] and Kaon loop 
models [25] of the protons. These have been tabulated in 
Table-1. 
Ciii) yp scattering : 
Elastic vp scattering has played important role in the 
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understanding of the weak neutral current. The experiments at 
2 . 
BNL and CERN were mainly designed to determine Sin £» . 
Ahrens et al.[14] have recently measured the yp and vp cross 
sections more precisely. 
In these experiments, the v p cross sections are analyzed in 
terms of isoscalar and isovector form factors. Assuming a 
dipole form for the isovector axial form factors i.e. 
2 
Q %2 C ->>/[-:r] M 
A 
with M = 1.032GeV determined from the charge changing vn 
scattering, an attempt was made to determine the presence of 
isoscalar axial form factors. The standard dipole form for 
the vector form factors, determined from the electron 
scattering experiments were used. The analysis suggested a 
non-zero value for the isoscalar axial form factors from 
which a nonvanishing strangeness contribution to the 
isoscalar form factor was deduced. The quoted result of 
G (0) = - 0.15 ± 0.08 is found consistent with the result 
obtained from the EMC experiments. However, it was pointed 
s 
out that the deduction of G (0) ^ 0 is sensitive to the 
numerical value of dipole mass M occurring in the isovector 
A 
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axial form factor used in the analysis. Later on an extensive 
analysis of the experiment and its sensitivity to M has been 
A 
done by Horowitz et al. [26] which suggests a range of M 
A 
i.e. 0.996 < M < 1.068GeV in which a non-zero contribution 
A 
to the strangeness content of the nucleon to the "^p 
scattering is possible. 
5.3. Eleciromagneiic and Strangeness Charge form factors of 
the Nucleon 
5.3.1. Quark Current : 
Now we shall develop the formalism for treating semileptonic 
weak interaction. This has been developed in parallel to the 
treatment of electromagnetic interaction between charged 
leptons and hadrons in QED. The general form of matrix 
element for scattering of a lepton from a hadronic 
electromagnetic (EM) current and weak neutral current (NC) is 
described by the photon exchange and Z - exchange. The 
corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in figs.la) and 
lb).The matrix element n and n for these processes are 
written as [11,12] : 
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j£U ( Ana "1 ,u EM , , 
'^  = - M [Sv^  ^ A^^  J K %=]< = •' = 
Parity violating component of neutral current amplitude is 
"-^  =-fe] K ^  ^ ;:^  < ^ " D^ 
where Q , g and g are leptonic electromagnetic, vector and 
axial vector charges and q = k - k is the four momentum 
H M H 
transfer , 
& g = 2T - 4Q,Sine and g = -2T 
°V 3 1 W A 
For e and }i , T = - -
u - u 
Leptomc vector current 1 = u } u , and axia1 vector 
115 - U 5 
current 1 = u y y u , where u is the lepton spinor. 
Since nudeons are made up of quarks, therefore, the currents 
EM NC NC 
J , J and J are the nucleonic matrix elements of the 
M M M5 
electromagnetic, vector, and axial vector quark current 
operators. 
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J^  = <N| \ |N>. J^  = <N| J^  |N>. J^ ^ = <N| J^ ^ |N>, 
(5.17) 
where N> is the nucleonic state and 
"KM ^ - "NC „ q -J = Z Q u y u , J = I g u y u and 
^H q q q ' ^ H q H q V q ' j l q 
*NC _ q -
J = Z g u y y u 
( 5 . 1 8 ) 
where the sums are over all the flavours of quark. 
For Convenience the current operators are decomposed in terms 
of SU(3) octet and singlet currents, 
*<CL) - 1 . a . *<a) - l . a . l j ] 
V = ^  2 ^\^ ^ * V ^ 2 |^1 ^5 ^  *'^®''® ^ ^i J 
(5.19) 
The values of X = g 1 and X X are the eight Gell-Mann 
SU(3) matrices. The massive quarks e.g. charm, bottom etc. 
have been ignored since it has been assumed that the 
nucleonic states is dominated by the lighter quarks. 
V , V and V. and its axia? current counter part is 
required in the case of the electromagnetic and weak neutral 
current and using equation 19,these can be written as [11,12]I 
"(O) 1 -
V = - ( u y u + d y d + s y s ) 
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^3) _ I iu r u - d r 6) 
f. ~ 2 ^ ^ 
'8) 1 ~ ~ ~ 
V' = -rj- ( u ^ u + d ? ' d - 2 s ? ' s ) 273 M U U P 
"(06 1 -S i m i l a r l y A = : j (u r„ ?^ ^ u + d r,, r_ d + s ^ y s) , l t 3 1 ^ ^ H ^ H ^ 
It 2 J 1 5 ' n ' s 
*'8^ 1 — — — 
A* ' = -rzTT ( u y J' u + d j ^ ' ^ d - 2 s ? ' y s ) U, 2T3 ' } i ' 5 ' } i ' 5 ' } i ^ 5 
( 5 . 2 0 ) 
Using the SU(3) parameterization of the isoscalar and 
isovector electromagnetic currents 
>'^'(T=0) = ^ \r^' M 73 I*. 
and J""(T=1) = V\'. 
Now the singlet currents are rewritten in terms of the eight 
octet current plus a strangeness current, 
11 73 ^ ^ 
,<0) ^ 1 .(8) .(a) 
A = 2 :7- A + A. , (1 "KS u j^ ' 
(s? - (a) -
where V. = s ,v s and A = s y y s 
(5.21) 
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Using these the weak neutral current in Eqn.5.18) may be 
wr i t ten as 
"" -. r ' '/" (T=1) . i3 r ° / " ( T = 0 ) *^'°' V' = ' 
j * * ^ = J A (T=1) + ? A„ + f A„ , where 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
< = g - g , ^ = y 3 ( g + g ) , ^ = g + g + g 
' v v v v V v v V V V 
''A = 9A - 9A • ^A = ^3 ^^A ^ 9 A ^ ' ^ = 9 A ^ 9 A ^ 9 A ' 
U U 8 2 
fo r u quark —> g" = -1 and 9., = 1 - -^  Sin S , and 'A V 3 V 
+ 3 and fo r d and s quarks —> g^' ' = 1 and gj' = -1  - Sin 6^  
5.3.2 Nucleon current and t h e i r Matrix Element : 
Since the nucleon has an extended s t ruc tu re , the re fo re , for 
u 
the hadronic current J , the vertex can not be simply ,r • 
u 
J should be a Lorentz four vector and the most general four 
vector form can be constructed from p, p , q and Dirac 
?'-matrices placed between u and u. There are only two 
independent terms, y and i a q^, and their coefficients 
2 
are functions of q . From the parity conservation the term 
5 
with / IS ruled out. Assuming the conservation of vector 
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c u r r e n t t o be v a l i d the general form may be w r i t t e n as 
[11 ,12 ] : 
[ 1 F (q ) i^  1 
F^(q'^)j^'^ + — 1 ; ^ ; °\ii--^ u(p) 
^ [ i F (q ) V ^  
F^(q^)^^ + —1^;; °\iv'^ |u(p) 
[ " 2 
^ ( 5 . 2 4 ) 
where q = p - p is the four momentum transfer to the 
nucleon. F and F are the Dirac and Pauli form factors which 
1 2 
are expressed in terms of experimentally determined Sachs 
form factor I 
2 
q 
G^ Cq"") = F^(q^) + — ^ F^(q^) = F^(q^) - T F^ Cq"") , 
4m 
N 2 «2 
q Q 
where T = -
4m 4m 
N N 
and G (q^) = F (q^) + F (q^) (5.25) 
M 1 2 
The Galster parameterization has been used for G^  , G*^  , G^  
E E M 
and G for the calculations [27] I 
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(1-qV-^^ 
V 
G" ( q ' ) = -u T GP(q ' ) f 
E Ki E ri 
Gf. (q') = li - ' 
( 1 - q / M ) 
V 
ri 2 1 
G ( q ' ) = }i • 
M ' ^ ' *^n , ^ 2 , 2 2 ( 1 - q /u y 
Where ^^  = (1+X T ) ^ , X = 5 .6 ( 5 . 2 6 ) 
n n ri 
5.3.3. Models of Strangeness form factor : 
The strange quarks play important role in the nucleon than 
the constituent quark model predicts, and to get precise 
knowledge on the role of strange quarks, the nucleon matrix 
elements of strange quark operators in other channels may be 
studied. Since the electroweak neutral currents provide us 
with experimental probes in the vector channel, therefore, 
the strange quark vector current has received a special 
attention. Recently many experiments have been done or 
proposed in connection with the measurement of these form 
factors at low momentum transfer [11]. Since these 
experiments are quite difficult which involve an accuracy of 
less than 0.1X in the measurements, therefore, it is 
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necessary to have a reliable theoretical prediction of these 
form factors. At present we do not have a clear picture or 
understanding of these form factors. The different models 
that are suggested have large theoretical uncertainties and 
are in some way or the other inconsistent with each other. We 
are discussing here a few models like Pole fit model [15], 
Skyrme model [20], Kaon cloud model [25], etc. We have 
presented the value of strangeness radius and magnetic moment 
obtained from the different models. It has been shown by 
Kaplan and Manohar [1] that how elastic vp and ep scattering 
can be used to extract the G form factors of the U(1) 
i A 
current and the F form factors of the baryon number current. 
2 
Further it has been shown how the strange quark matrix 
element <p{s y y sjp> and <p] s j' s jp> may be 
obtained. Garvey et al. [28] using these suggestions 
reanalyzed the i-'p elastic scattering experiment and obtained 
2 
the value of proton strangeness form factors at Q = 0 where 
the assumptions made by the earlier analyses done by BNL 
experiment 734 [14] has also been re-examined. For the 
2 8 8 
smallest x value, the values for F and F are 0.53 ± 0.70 
and -0.40 ± 0.72, respectively. 
Like the electromagnetic case the momentum dependence of the 
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strangeness current matrix element is embodied in two form 
factors viz. F (q ) and F (q ) : 
1 2 2 
<p'|s?'^ s|p> = u(p') I ^ j,F^ (q^ ) + '^^  F^ (q^ ) ju(p) (5.27) 
Since net strangeness content of the nucleon is zero , 
S 3 2 8 2 therefore, F (o)=0. F (q ) and F (q ) are expressed in terms 
1 1 2 
of Sachs type electric and magnetic form factors which 
describe the strangeness charge and current distribution, 
respectively : 
2 
q 
G (q ) = F (q ) + — - F~ (q ) 
E 1 ^ 2 2 4m N 
w^ (q ) = F (q ) + F (q ) 
M 1 2 
(5.28) 
Mean square strangeness radius is defined as 
r^  = 6 ^ , G=(q^) 
dq" = q^  = 0 (5.29) 
and strangeness magnetic moment is defined as 
H^  = G^ (o) (5.30) 
(i) Pole Models 
Various models have been proposed for the determination of 
2 
r and |i . Jaffe [15] is the first who estimated the 
s s 
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strangeness radius and magnetic moment based on the pole fit 
of the isoscalar electromagnetic form factors which are 
dominated by three isoscalar vector meson states, the 
physical to(780) and (^ -(1020) mesons and a third higher lying 
pole which is to take into account the high mass resonance 
and continuum contributions. 
S 2 s 2 
The form of F (q ) and F (q ) are the following : 
1 2 
3 2 
F (q ) = i a —^ = 
1 ^ 1=1 I 2 2 
m -q i 
and 
3 
a 2 „ <ai 1 
F„(q ) = I^  b 2 1=1 V 2 2 
m -q 
(5.31) 
The masses and coupling parameters for the Jaffe's fit has 
been tabulated in Table-2. 
a and b are related to the isoscalar couplings and 
1,2 1,2 
<I=o> <I=o> 
a and b through the flavour wave function of the oj 
1,2 1.2 
and 4> mesons : 
[ON > = Cose ^ f l " ^p " ^ "^  1^ '''p *^M - S i n e I s ^ s> 
\<p > = S ins ^ ( | u r^ u> + | d r^ cl>j + Cos e | s ^ s> 
( 5 . 3 2 ) 
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where e(=0.053) is to take into account the deviation from 
the ideally mixed states. 
The current meson couplings are obtained from the assumption 
that a quark q with flavour i in the vector meson couples 
only to the current q ?•' q of the same flavour and with 
flavour independent strength. The on mass shell couplings of 
the pure vector states to the nucleon are parameterized by a 
strength g and an angle 0 for each of the Dirac coupling 
2 
( 1. = 1 for > and 2 for a q ). 
S 2 
The form of F (q ) is the following 
, Sin(e+r! ) Cos e Cos(€+r/ )Sin e. 
F Cq ) = + q k g I + 
"l I 2 
^ a + m 
1 ll 2 2 2 2 
q + m. q + m 
q A^  
2 2 
q + m 
^ (5.33) 
where m and A are the mass and strangeness coupling of the 
V 1 
high mass vector states in Hohler et al. fit [29] and 6 is 
o 
o 
the magic mixing angle (i 35.26 ) 
s 2 Similarly F (q ) is 
2 
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2 2 
+Kg -^ Sin(e+7:) )Cos e Cos(t+r/ )Sin t 
2 1 2 2 2 2 2 '2 I 
^ q +m. q +m •' 
2 
m 
2 2 2 
q +m 
(5.34) 
From these two (i.e.F*'(q ) and F "(q )) the strangeness 
1 2 
charge radius and magnetic moment is obtained which has been 
tabulated in Table-3. 
a 2 
Decker et al.[l6] have also parameterized F (q ) in the pole 
fit model. The form factor for SU(3) -octet current is 
written as : 
f (CosS - y2 SinS) V (Sine + i/z CosS) V, 
=: (,^ = { 2 2 2 2 
m + q m, + q 
— I b^  + 4^ } (5.35) 
q 
where 6 is the mixing angle (SinS ^ - 0.05) 
Using the strange quark content of co and i.the form factor of 
the s quark current is written as : 
. S i ne V Cose V^ b^ 
F^(q ) = 3V2 
f ,  A 
I J ^ l ^ ^ W_ ^ ^3 1 
| 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
^ • m + q m , + q M + o > ' q m , + q 
^ ( 5 . 3 6 ) 
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where b is obtained from the condition F (0) = 0 
13 1 
3 6b 
B 2 i. V 
Using the form of F (q ) = 1 of the Hohler's et al . 
M^  + q^  
8v 
[29] fit the value of F (0) is calculated for the different 
1 
g 
values for b . The different values of F (0) we have used 
IV 1 
in Eqn.(5.35) to get V and V. and then we have 
incorporated the different set of values of V and V^ in 
8 2 
Eqn.(5.33) to calculate F (q ). 
CiiD The Kaon Cloud Model : 
Musolf and Burkardt [25] have obtained the strangeness radius 
and magnetic moment based on Kaon Cloud model. In this 
approach Kaon strange baryon loops are used. The entire 
contribution to the matrix element has been attributed to the 
Kaon Cloud of the nucleon. The phenomenological meson-baryon 
form factor of the Bonn potential [30] has been used to cut 
off the loop momentum and maintain the gauge invariance via 
the additional "Seagull" vertices. 
The following is the form of the radii and magnetic moment : 
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=(^rh--f^ ....] 
m 
'^  ( 5 . 3 7 ) 
where m = — .Wi th m = m and g = y2 g the 
m IT ITNN 
N 
electromagnetic charge radii and magnetic moment of the 
neutron is obtained. With m = m and g = y2 g the 
strangeness radius and magnetic moment is obtained, which has 
been tabulated in Table-3. 
Ciii) Kaon Cloud Model and Vector Meson dominance : 
Cohen et al.[17] have obtained the strangeness radius and 
magnetic moment using Kaon Cloud + Vector Meson Dominance 
(VMD) model which is based on VMD in addition to the Kaon 
cloud contribution. 
In vector meson dominance (VMD) picture the form factors are 
expressed as the product of vector meson propagator and an 
intrinsic form factor which describes the vector meson 
coupling to the nucleon : 
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n 
m bi 
Sin(^ +e)Cos e m 
2 2 
m - q Sin ^ 
Ve Cos € Sin e 
Sin d C4 
2 2 
m - q 
'^ 2 
m 
Cos(^ +e)in e 
o 
Sin 6 
m^ - q 
2 2 
m - q 
(;0 
Cos(^ +e) Sin((9 -hs) . m 
o o I a> m <^  
ye Sin 6 m - q 
0) 
2 2 
tn 
• ^ 
2 2 
m, - q 
Cose Sin(6 +e) 
o 
Sin e 
m 
~2 S 
m - q 
Sine Cos(e -HE) 
o 0 
Sin & 
r F (q ) 
V nl n 
, F . (q ) 
(5.38) 
Civ!) Semi bosoni zed SU(3) NJL model has been proposed by 
Weigel et al.[31]. This model is successful in describing the 
axial and electromagnetic properties of the nucleon. Since 
the strange particles of the nucleon are related to the axial 
and electromagnetic observables, therefore, this model has 
been applied to the strange form factor determination. The 
mean square strangeness radius and magnetic moment have been 
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tabulated in Table-3 for the constituent quark mass M=420MeV. 
5.4.1. Neutrino - Nucleus Reactions : 
Neutral current induced processes have been suggested to be 
useful for getting the information about the matrix elements 
of the axial as well as the vector strange quark current. 
Experiments with polarized electrons and neutrinos have been 
proposed to put a better constrain on G , G , G etc. These 
include the measurements of p-odd asymmetries in the 
scattering of polarized electrons and the measurements of 
low energy neutrino scattering on protons and nuclei. The 
SAMPLE experiment at MIT / Bates is to get information on li 
by measuring the backward angle ep scattering, the G 
experiment at CEBAF is to get information about the 
2 S 2 2 
q -dependence of Q over the range 0.1 ^ | Q j ^ 0.5 GeV 
[32]. CEBAF has a proposal to determine G with forward angle 
E 
PV elastic e p scattering and PV electron scattering from 
He ,at SLAC the proposals are to measure an asymmetry in 
elastic and inelastic electron scattering at both high and 
low JQ j , and to measure the deep inelastic scattering 
asymmetry on both hydrogen and deuterium at high JQ j 
etc.[11,32]. The experiments where 80* of the proton were 
bound in the carbon or the LSND experiment [32] where the 
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neutrinos in the 150 MeV range elastically scattering from 
the protons in the scintillator (80% of which are bound in 
Carbon) basically involves the nuclei as the target. 
Scattering from (J - 0, T = 0) nuclei such as He, C, O, 
40 P8 
Ar and Mo are the attractive cases, since in the neutral 
current induced elastic and inelastic scattering of neutrinos 
p -I-
on nuclei with J = 0 , T = 0 target the investigation of 
these processes give us model independent information about 
the contribution of the strange quark vector current to the 
nuclear form factor. Here we numerically evaluate the 
differential scattering cross sections for the neutral 
current induced elastic and inelastic scattering of neutrinos 
4 12 1 d 40 £>8 
on He, C, 0, Ar and Mo for the scalar isoscalar 
transition. We use the strange form factors of the nucleon 
which have been recently parameterized by many authors 
[12,15,16] . 
The form of the matrix element for the neutrino nucleus 
reactions [33]C 
i-'(k) + ;*X(p) > u(k^) + \ (p"') (5.39) 
is written as 
G 
M = J^ u {/) /-.(l+zv) u(k) <P' I J! |P>. (5.40) 
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where k(k ) is the incoming (outgoing) four momenta of the 
neutrino, p(p ) is the incoming (outgoing) four momenta of 
the nucleus, G is the Fermi coupling constant and the 
F 
neutral current J"^  is given by 
z 
z z z 
-.W^^^^-2 Sin'e / - 1 v ^ - l a » ^ . (5 .41 ) 
3 2 V c m 2 s 2 a 
where V and A are the third component of vector and axial 
3 3 
u 
i sovec to r c u r r e n t s , J i s the e lec t romagnet ic c u r r e n t , 6 i s 
the weak mix ing angle and 
P - . M P - . M . 5 
v = s > s , a = s > y s 
s s 
are vector and axial vector strange quark currents. 
A A P -t-
For the process i" + X — > i^  + X (J =0 , T=0) : 
< P"'|J!| P > = -2 Sin^Q < p'|/^.| P > - •; < p'jv^ l p > , 
(5.42) 
where only the isoscalar part of the electromagnetic current 
gives a contribution to the matrix element <p^  | J^  Ip ^ . 
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U 2 / 1 1 2 1 / U 2 
-•- J^ = -2 Sin Q^(p +p)*^ F (q ) - - (p +p)^ F (Q ) 
(5 .43) 
where F (Q ) is the electromagnetic charge form factor of 
dm 
2 
the nucleus, F (Q ) is the strangeness charge form factor of 
s 
the nucleus. 
A. Elastic Scattering : 
The differential scattering cross section obtained from 
Eqns.(5.40) and (5.43) is given by 
2 2 
da , 2G Z 
dQ IT 
Sin\ . Vfl ^^ 
4 F (Q ) 
1 -
p.q 
ME 4E 
F"^(Q') 
(5.44) 
where p.q = Q /2. The form of elastic form factor F (Q ) is 
2 
taken to be exp (-aQ ), where a is determined from elastic 
electron nucleus scattering [34], M is the mass of the 
nucleus and E is the incident neutrino energy. 
B. Inelastic Scattering : 
The process is 
i> (k) + ^ X (p) k V (k^) + ^ X* (p"). 
(5.45) 
A. * 
where X corresponds to the isoscalar - scalar excited 
state of the nucleus, 
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The form of the matrix element for the above reaction remains 
the same as in Eqn.(5.40) with 
•"i^ ^^ ^ u^ ^ ^2^^^) Pji ' where P = p + p' <P J P> " - - -
(5.46) 
Conservation of electromagnetic current implies, 
2 
F (Q^) = - -£- F (Q^) (5.47) 
2 q.p 1 
The form " remains the same as in Eqn.(5.44) with 
^2 
2 * 2 Q (M - M ) , , 
p.q = 2 ~ "^  2 ' (5.48) 
4t el 2 
where M is the mass of the excited nucleus and F (Q ) is 
replaced by F (Q ), where 
F-*^Q^) =-|L- F*^ (Q^ ) (5.49) 
Since F (Q ) vanishes as Q goes to zero, therefore, 
experimentally it is parameterized as 
F"'*^(Q^) = Q N A + BQ^) F*^ (Q^ ) (5.50) 
where the constants A and B are determined from inelastic 
scattering data on various nuclei [34]. 
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5.4.2. Electron - Nucleus Scattering 
As we have mentioned earlier the parity violating asymmetries 
arise due to the interference of y and Z exchange 
contribution in the scattering of longitudinally polarized 
electrons for scalar-isoscalar target. 
The matrix element corresponding to the scalar-isoscalar 
transition is given by : 
r G Q^ 
H = u ( k ) ? ' * ^ u ( k ) < p j p > - —7-
Q *-
(5.51) 
where k(k ) is the incoming (outgoing) four momenta of the 
1 2 1 
electron.g = - - + 2Sin*'6 and g = - - . Other symbols have 
the same meaning as in Eqn. (5.40). 
Using Eqn.(5.51) for the scattering of electron with 
p + longitudinal polarization X on the J = 0 , T = O target 
nucleus, we get the following expression for the cross 
section 
( da "] da ( % ^ . 2, 2, ^  
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F (Q^) 
2 2 2 . S 
where s (Q ) = Sin y + and 
4 F (Q ) 
(5.53) 
2 2 2 
4 n a ^ p.q M Q ^ 
dQ^ Q* ^ p.k (p.k)'J •" 
(5.54) 
For the elastic scattering in the lab frame p.k = ME and K = 
+ 1 corresponds to the right handed polarized electrons and >. 
= -1 corresponds to the left handed polarized electrons. 
The parity violating asymmetry is defined as 
d£J ^  , diJ 
f Mrr '\ f Arr "> 
A(Q^) = 1^:1:::^  '^^^ (5.55) 
f dff "j ( da^ 
Using (5.52) and (5.55) we obtain 
G„(Q^) r - F (Q^) 
em 
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5.4. Results and Discussion 
CA3 Neutrino Nucleus Reactions 
For the numerical calculations we have taken Sachs form 
factors G""^^®^'"(Q^) and G""^^®^''(Q^ ) instead of Dirac form 
em s 
factors F""^"'®^''(Q^) and F""^''®^''(Q^ ). Therefore, the ratio 
em s 
pnuclear^QZj ^ pnuclear^^z^ occurring in equation (44), is 
em s 
1 J u -,nuclear,^ 2 . , .nuclear._2. 
replaced by G (Q ) / G (Q ). 
ern s 
Now G""^^®^''(Q^) / G""'^^®^'^(Q^) is calculated in the impulse 
em s 
approximation. In this approximation, the nuclear form factor 
can be factorized in terms of the space distribution of 
nucleonic degrees of freedom leading to the nuclear structure 
dependent factor and the basic nucleon form factors i.e. 
_nucleon._2. . .nucleon.-2. _. .. , . . G (Q ) and G (Q ). Since the nuclear factor is 
em s 
1. 4.1- ^ nuclear,-2, . .nuclear._2, .. . 
common to both G (Q ) and G (Q ), therefore, 
em 8 
the factors cancel out when we take the ratio i.e. 
nuclear,_2- _nucleon, 2. -T=0,_^ 2 . G (Q ) G (Q ) G (Q ) 
s s s 
nucloar,.2. _.ucl«or,..2. 1 ^^p ^ ^2 ^  ^ ^n ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ' G (Q ) G (Q ) ^ . 
E E 2 E 
(5.57) 
where G ' (Q ) is the electromagnetic charge form factor of 
the proton and neutron. 
The above relation also holds for the inelastic transition 
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form factors discussed in section 5.4.1., as long as the 
impulse approximation is used. Some corrections to the 
impulse approximation have been discussed by Musolf et al. 
for the case of He and they are found to be small [35]. 
We have discussed the form of ff ' (Q ) in section 5.3.1 and 
E 
G (Q^) in 5.3.2. for Jaffe C15], Decker [16], Skyrme SU 
e 
(3)S and VDM fit [12]. We have plotted da* / dQ vs Q in 
inel 2 2 . . 4 12 
fig.2 and dcr /dQ vs Q in fig.3 for He, C nucle^ , 
with (dashed line) and without (solid line) strangeness 
content of the nucleon. Strangeness content of the nucleon is 
taken from the Jaffe's average fit [15] to the strangeness 
2 
form factor. To see the dependence of dti/dq on various 
models [12,15,16] of strangeness form factor, we have 
dl 2 inel 2 
presented da /dQ in figs. 4,5,6 and da /dQ in figs. 
4 12 Itf 
7,8,9 for He, C and O, respectively. The solid line is 
of Jaffe's average fit [15], long-dashed is of Decker's et 
al. fit[16], short dashed is of SU(3) Skyrme and dotted is of 
VDM fits.[12]. We get similar results for Ar and Mo, 
2 
however, the dependence of da/dQ on various models of 
strangeness form factor has been found out to be quite small. 
For the elastic reaction where the cross sections are 
appreciably larger than inelastic reaction the only 
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observable is the recoil of the target nucleus which is too 
small to be measurable presently. However, the proposed 
bolometric detectors may make it feasible in the near future. 
The inelastic reactions are favourable due to the 
experimental detection of the excited state decay products 
like a emission from C. 
We have then found out the total cross section by 
integrating over Q and obtained the energy weighted 
cross section by folding over the neutrino flux of LSND 
1 2 
experiment done with C target [21]. 
Folded cross section is given by 
Ja(E)4(E)dE 
<£!(£)> = 
Ji(E)dE 
where (^ (E) is taken from the latest determination of 2,' 
spectrum [21]. In Tables 4 and 5, we have presented the 
results for <£i> for the various models in the case of elastic 
and inelastic scattering, respectively. 
Intermediate energy neutrino beams are presently available at 
Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) and at the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (ISIS) and the proposals are 
at KAON project in Vancouver and Pulsed Lepton Source (PLS) 
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at LAMPF. In Table-6 we have mentioned the characteristic of 
present and future neutrino sources [11]. 
At ISIS and LAMPF the investigation of hadronic neutral 
currents is in progress. KARMEN collaboration [36] has 
12 12 * — 
observed the reaction 'C (i-',i-'' ) C for combined !-• , 
neutrinos from ISIS beamstop source. At LAMPF, the LSND 
collaboration [32] is looking at both these reactions and i-' 
+ p y V + p elastic scattering cross section at low 
momentum transfer. At LAMPF - PLS facility [37] the proposal 
is to study the elastic scattering from a nucleus like v + A 
» :-' + A. 
CBD Electron - Nucleus Scattering 
In order to show the effect of non-zero strangeness content 
in the parity violating asymmetries we have plotted in 
fig.10) G (Q ) vs Q and in fig.11) A(Q )/Q vs Q for 
s 
various models, where we also compare with the only available 
2 2 
experimental result at Q = 0.0225 GeV corresponding to 
Bates experiment [32]. Clearly we need more accurate 
2 
determination of asymmetry and its Q behaviour to 
distinguish between the various models of G (Q ). 
s 
The electron scattering facilities are available at 
MIT/Bates, CEBAF, Mainz, NIKHEF, SLAC etc. 
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In Table-7 we have mentioned the characteristics of present 
and future electron accelerators [11]. Therefore, in future 
a better limit on G , G and G may be put with i- - p, v -
E M A 
A, e - p, e- A scattering experiments. 
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Table Caption 
Table - 1 : strange quark scalar density of the nucleon R in 
the different models. 
Table - 2 : Different parameters of the Jaffe's fit [15] , 
Table - 3 : The value of strangeness magnetic moment (in nuclear 
2 
magneton ) and strangeness radius (in fm ) in the different 
theoretical models. 
Table - 4 : Energy weighted cross section for the elastic 
scattering. 
Table - 5 : Energy weighted cross section for the inelastic 
scattering. 
Table - 6 : Present and future neutrino sources [11] . 
Table - 7 : Present and future electron accelerators [11] 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 1 : (a) Leading order parity-conserving and 
(b) parity-violating amplitudes for scattering of 
polarized electrons from a nuclear target. 
el 2 2 
Figuie 2 : da /dQ vs Q , the solid line is from the 
standard model and dashed line is Jaffe's average fit. The 
4 12 
upper curves are for He, and lower curves are for C. 
12 
For C we have used a different scale. 
Figure 3 : da /dQ vs Q , the solid line is from the 
standard model and dashed line is Jaffe's average fit. The 
left hand side curves are for He, and right hand side 
curves are for C. 
©I 2 2 
Figui^es 4-,5,6 : da /dQ vs Q , the solid line is from 
Jaffe's average fit, the long dashed line is Decker's et al. 
fit-1, short dashed is Musolf Skyrme SU(3) S fit, dotted is 
Musolf(VDM) fit. 
Figuies 7,8,9 : da^"^*/dQ vs Q , the solid line is from 
Jaffe's average fit, the long dashed line is Decker's et al. 
fit-1, short dashed is Musolf Skyrme SU(3) S fit, dotted is 
Musolf(VDM) fit. 
Figure 10 : G (Q ) vs Q , the so l id l ine is from J a f f e ' s 
195 
average fit, the long-dashed line is Decker's et al. fit-1, 
and short dashed is Musolf Skyrme SU(3) S fit and dotted is 
Musolf(VDM) fit. 
Figure 11 : A(Q )/Q vs Q , the solid line is from Jaffe's 
average fit, the long-dashed line is Decker's et al. fit-1, 
dotted is Musolf Skyrme SU(3) S fit, dashed-dotted is 
Musolf(VDM) fit, and dashed-double dotted line is the Standard 
Model. 
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Table - 1 
Source 
I (A) 
nN 
E (B) 
ITN 
Skyrme 
MIT bag 
Kaon Loop 
Rs 
0.09 
0.21 ± 0.03 
0.23 
0 * 0.29 
-0.007 > 0.47 
Ref 
[13] 
[24] 
[24] 
[24] 
[25] 
Table - 2 
b 
11 
0.69 
0.71 
0.68 
b 
12 
-0.54 
-0.64 
-0.55 
b 
13 
-0.21 
-0.13 
-0.24 
M 
81 
m 
0) 
m 
m 
M 
82 
9 
-^ 
-^ 
M 
83 
1 .40 
1 .80 
1 .67 
b 
13 
-2.72 
-5.40 
-3.95 
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Table - 3 
Models 
Jaffe [15] 
Musolf and Burkhardt 
[25] 
Forkel et al. 
[17] 
Park & Wei gel 
[31] 
Wei gel et al 
[31] 
SU(3) NJL 
[31] 
h ^^.^ 
-0.31 ± 0.09 
-(0.31 —> 0.40) 
0.05 
-0.05 —> 0.25 
-0.45 
2 2 
<r > (fm ) 
s 0.14 ± 0.07 
-(2.71 —> 3.23) 
-2 
X 10 
1.69 X 10~^ 
-0.05 
-0.2 -* -0.1 
0.17 
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Table - 4 
< a ( E ) > , i\.n cvii i 
elastic 
Model 
Zero 
Strangeness 
Jaffe 
Avg.fit 
VDM 
Skyrme 
Decker 
4 
He 
-38 
5.44 
-38 
5.16 
-38 
5.46 
-38 
5.88 
-38 
5.26 
''c 
-37 
2.57 
-37 
2.45 
-37 
2.76 
-37 
2.86 
2.50-^ ^ 
0 
-37 
4.36 
-37 
4.27 
-37 
4.37 
-37 
4.50 
-37 
4.30 
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Table - 5 
<tr(E)> , . dr, cm > 
vncloalic 
Model 
Zero 
Strangeness 
Jaffe 
Avg.fit 
VDM 
Skyrme 
Decker 
* 
He 
-40 
4.41 
-40 
3.88 
-40 
4.45 
-40 
5.29 
3.92-*^  
i2 
c 
-40 
2.36 
-40 
2.21 
-40 
2.37 
-40 
2.60 
2.32 
1 < S 
0 
-40 
2.34 
-40 
2.20 
-40 
2.35 
-40 
2.54 
-40 
2.29 
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Table - 6 
Laboratory 
LAMPF 
ISIS 
KAON 
PLS-LAMPF 
Neutrino Source 
Beamstop 
DIF 
Beamstop 
DIF 
Beamstop 
DIF 
Neutrino type 
1 J 1 < 1 1 
^ 1 
* M H 
V 
e M ^ 
1 } 
M 
Energy Range 
(MeV) 
0-53 
30-250 
0-53 
100-6000 
0-53 
60-300 
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Table - 7 
Laboratory 
MIT/Bates 
pulsed 
CW extracted 
CW internal 
CEBAF 
Mainz 
NIKHEF 
pulsed 
CW extracted 
CW internal 
SLAC 
end station A 
(present) 
end station A 
(upgrade) 
Energy Range (GeV) 
0.1 - 1.0 
0.3 - 1.0 
0.3 - 1.0 
0.5 - 6.0 
0.2 - 0.9 
0.1 - 0.9 
0.3 - 0.9 
0.3 - 0.9 
1 - 23 
1 - 50 
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Chapter - 6 
Conclusions 
In this dissertation we have studied the neutrino - nucleus 
reactions at intermediate energies. The neutrino - nucleus 
reactions play a very important role in determining the 
various properties of the neutrino and the nucleon. We have 
studied the following processes : 
(i) Neutrino Nucleus cross sections in intermediate energy 
range, relevant to some ongoing neutrino experiments, 
(ii) Neutrino Nucleus reactions towards the possible 
determination of neutrino magnetic moment, 
(iii) Neutrino - Nucleus reactions relevant to the 
determination of nuclear strange charge form factors. 
In Chapter - 2, we have studied the inclusive quasielastic 
neutrino (antineutrino) reactions on C and O at 
intermediate energies ( 50 MeV < E < 1500 MeV ) to see the 
effects of the nuclear medium on the differential and total 
2 
scattering cross sections da/dq and a . We have done the 
calculations in the relativistic Fermi gas model and in the 
214 
Local density approximation including the strong 
renormalization effects. The corrections due to the Coulomb 
effect and Q value of the reactions are properly taken into 
account. 
We find that : 
2 
(i) At low values of q the nuclear effects are quite 
2 
large in da/dq . For example at E =0.56eV, the reduction 
M 
2 2 2 2 
is 59 X at q = 0.02GeV , and less than 0.1X at q =0.30GeV 
in the Fermi gas model. In the Local density approximation 
the reduction is 40 X and 14.0 X respectively. When the 
strong renormalization effects are taken into account the 
reduction is 49.0 X and 21.OX respectively. 
In the case of i-' - nucleus scattering the reductions are 59X 
and less than 0.1X in the Fermi gas model, 46X and 14X in 
the local density approximation , and 48 X and 20X when the 
strong renormalization effects are also taken into account. 
In the case of antineutrino scattering the results are quite 
similar to that of neutrino scattering. However, the effect 
of strong renormalization effects are quite different for 
1^  - nucleus scattering as compared to v - nucleus scattering. 
This is due to the presence of the interference term 
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2 2 2 
F (q )[F (q )+ F (q )] appearing with an opposite sign in the 
A 1 Z 
two cases. 
(ii) At low energies Fermi motion and Pauli blocking play 
important role in reducing the total cross section which also 
approaches N times the free nucleon cross section as the 
id 
energy increases. For excunple in the case of iv - O 
scattering at E =0.15 GeV, 55% reduction in the Fermi gas 
model, 79X reduction in the LDA and 87% reduction in the 
presence of renormalization effects is found. In the case of 
I-' - O scattering at the same energy the reduction is 48X , 
12 
56% and 68%, respectively. We get similar results for v - c 
scattering. 
In the case of i-' - A reactions, the results are quite similar 
to I-' - A scattering except when renormalization effects are 
taken into account with the Local density approximation. The 
2 2 
renormalizat ion of the in ter ference term F ( q ) [ F ( q ) + 
A 1 
2 
F (q )] leads to a suppression in the case of neutrino 
2 
scattering but could give a suppression or enhancement in the 
case of antineutrino scattering. 
We, therefore, conclude that it is important to have a good 
control on these nuclear effects, in order to make a reliable 
216 
prediction of the expected number of events in experiments 
planned with accelerator, atmospheric or solar neutrinos. 
In Chapter - 3, we have obtained the energy weighted 
neutrino/ antineutrino nucleus cross sections where we have 
used the atmospheric neutrino flux parameterized by many 
authors. We have obtained the ratio of the ratios R = 
< V + V > / < I-' + V > in the various models. It is found 
(1 (1 6 6 
that the model dependence is not large and it is almost about 
13-15X at the most. 
Therefore, we conclude that the observed ratio at the 
Kauniokande and 1MB sites, are not due to the nuclear effects 
and hence the solution of atmospheric neutrino anomaly does 
not lie in the nuclear physics. 
In Chapter - 4, we have analyzed some nuclear reactions 
induced by neutrinos/antineutrinos having a magnetic moment 
-lO 
of the order 10 p . Earlier investigations in the case of 
nuclear transitions induced by the isovector axialvector 
current shows negligible effects of the neutrino magnetic 
moment. 
We find that : 
(i) In the case of neutrino elastic scattering, the magnetic 
217 
moment contribution to the total cross section o(E) is 
comparable to the cross section calculated in the standard 
model at very low energies. However, as the energy increases, 
the standard model cross section dominates. This happens at 
4 
about 120 MeV for the case of He and at lower energies of 
12 1<S 
11.0 and 10.0 MeV for C and O, respectively, 
(ii) In the case of inelastic scattering, the results are 
similar to elastic scattering, but the standard model cross 
sections start dominating over the neutrino magnetic 
contribution very quickly, i.e. 4.0 - 5.0 MeV above the 
4 12 
threshold for He and C and about 15.0 HeV above the 
threshold for the case of Ar. 
(iii) There is a possibility of studying the antineutrino 
magnetic moment in antineutrino - nucleus scattering at very 
low energies especially at the reactors in the case of 
elastic scattering when the cross sections are folded over 
typical reactor antineutrino spectra give cross sections of 
-41 -43 2 
the order of 10 — 10 cm .This, however, requires the 
development of bolometric detectors to detect the very small 
recoil of the nucleus, 
(iv) In the case of inelastic scattering, there is a narrow 
218 
energy range in which the neutrino magnetic moment 
contribution is larger than the standard model contribution, 
but the cross section is too small to be measured. 
We, therefore, conclude that there is a possibility of 
putting a better limit on the neutrino magnetic moment in 
neutrino nucleus reactions provided low energy bolometric 
detectors are developed to be able to measure the very small 
recoil energies of nuclei in elastic neutrino - nucleus 
scattering at low energies. 
In Chapter - 5, we have analyzed some nuclear reactions 
induced by neutrinos (antineutrinos) for scalar-isoscalar 
transition in He, C, O, Ar, and Mo nuclei using 
the strangeness charge form factor from various models. 
We have found that the elastic reactions where the cross 
sections are quite larger than the inelastic reactions the 
only observable is the recoil of the target nucleus which is 
very small at present experimental sensitivity. However, the 
proposed bolometric detectors may make it feasible in the 
coming years. In comparison to the elastic reactions the 
inelastic reactions are more amenable as far as the 
experimental detection is concerned due to the excited state 
219 
12 
decay products like a emission from C. 
We have also obtained the parity violating asymmetries for 
polarised electron nucleus scattering experiments for 
1 2 
C target. Using these strangeness charge form factor we 
find that : 
2 2 2 2 
(i) Any Q dependence of A(Q )/Q vs Q is an evidence of 
non-zero strangeness content of the nucleon and the slope of 
2 2 2 
A(Q )/Q vs Q helps to decide between the var ious form 
f ac to r s . 
2 
(ii) At small Q any deviation from the standard model 
prediction is a signature of the non-zero strangeness content 
of the nucleon provided asymmetry measurement is done with an 
accuracy of 5 X . 
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Appendix - A 
2 . 2 2 , , ^ . / ^ . ^ . / » , / 
'p""^  E E l"""! /G = F^  [ (P -P^)(P -P2)+(P .P2)(P4-P -^•"p'n^^P -P )1 
+ F^  [ (p .p Xp^.p )+(p .p ) (p .p )+m m (p .p ) ] 
A i 2 2 1 p n 
+2F F [ (p -p ) (p .p^) - (p -P ) (P^ .P , ) ] 
1 A 2 1 1 2 
I 2=- 1 f^p -p^Xp^-q )(P2-ci ) - (p .p^Xp^-Pj)^^ 
+ (P .p , ) (p .q ) (p^ .q ) - (p .p^ ) (p .p^ )q 
2 1 2 1 
+ - (p . p ' ) ( p -p ) q ' - - (p .p')m m q' 
2 1 2 2 F r. 
- ( p .qXp'^.qXp -p ) - (p - q X p .q)m m 
1 2 n p 
+(p .q ) (p -qXp^.p )+(p .q ) (p .q ) (p .p ) ] 
1 2 2 1 
F 
+ F —— [-m (p .p ) (p .q)-m (p . q X p ^ . p ) 
1 2M n 2 n 2 
-m (p - q X p -p )+m (p .p ) (p .q)+m (p .qXp^ .p ) 
n 2 p 1 p 1 
+m (p .q ) (p .p ) ] 
p 
F 
+2F —— [-m (p .q ) (p -p )+m (p -p ) (p .q) 
A 2M p 1 p 1 
-m (p -qXp .p,)+m (p .p ) (p . q ) ] 
n 2 n 2 
+ Ff [ {p .q ) (p - q ) - - q (p .p ) ] [ ( p .p )-m m ] 
P 2 1 2 p n 
+ F F [-m (p -p^Xp .q)-m (p .q ) (p -p )+m (p .q ) (p .p^) 
A p n 2 n 2 n 2 
+m (p .p )(p^.q)+m ( p . q ) ( p .p'^)-m (p . q X p . p ^ ) ] , 
p 1 p 1 p 1 
(AD 
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where 
p = (E ,p ), p = (E ,p ) , 
1 n n 
P = (E . p ) , p = (E , p ) , 
I 2 p p 
E = ^ p +m , E = ^ (p+q)+m (A2) 
n n n p n p 
q = (E - E^ , p - p ). 
The same expression can be used for antineutrino scattering by 
changing sign in the F F and R F terms. 
1 A 2 A 
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Append!x-B 
We have d(Cos6) with the 6 ~ function as 
d(Cose)(5(q*-fn^+2pE -2pp''cose)=—^ (B1) 
2pp 
4 Cose = -^x (q^-m^+2pE,.) (B2) 
2pp M 
Since the extreme values for CosS are -1 and +1, therefore, 
for Eqn.(B2) there are two possibilities : 
I) — , (q^-m^+2pE ) < 1 (B3) 
2pp/ ^ 
and II) — L (q^-m^+2pE ) > -1 (B4) 
2pp^ ^ 
Considering the I condition 
/ ^ ^ f ^ 2 2 , 2 2-2 
P > — 4 p m - (m - q ) 
4p(m - q ) ^ 
Similarly from the condition II (i.e.Eqn.B4), we have 
p-' >-i 
2 2 
4p(m - q 
(, 2 2.2 ^ 2 2 1 (m - q ) - 4 p m 
Since p must be positive, therefore, 
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P > 
2 2 
4 p(m -q ) 
f 4 p^m^ - (m^-q^)^ 1 I (B5) 
From Eqn.B3, we have 
(m -q ) > 2p (E -p ) 
^ (m^-q^) > C 2p (E.-p'')] 
\i mm 
r yZ 2 
;ince ^  p +m - p is a decreasing function of p , therefore, 
its minimum value will come with the maximum value of p . 
However, we need positive energy to excite the particle-hole 
state and therefore 
E - E > 0 . 
The maximum value of E = E = p . But when we take into 
account the different Fermi seas this condition for the 
maximum E gets modified. 
2 
Now we will look into the maximum and minimum value of q . 
From Eqn.(B4),we have 
(m^-q^) < 2p (E + p" ) 
•> (m -q ) < max 2p (E + p' ) = 2p I p + .] E^ - m^  1 
2 24 
•^  ('"'-'''^ .ox = 2p [ p + Jp^ - m^ J 
2 2 f [2 2 "I 
Similarly from Eqn.(B4), we have 
may 
(B6) 
2 2 f r~Z 2 ") 
q = m - 2 p p - 4 p - m (B7) 
•-•IX ^^  J 
From Eqns.B4) and B5) we obtain the conditions for p and 
min 
u 
p using B3) and B4). 
max 
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Append!x-C 
o •* Im U (q\q)= 2 J- d p 
(2n) 
„ n(p) n (3(E +E -E.-E ) x 
9 n fl p 
1-n (p+q) 
m m 
P "^  
E E 
P " 
(CI) 
Since q = p - p , q = E - E 
= ^ (p+q) + M = ^ p + q +2 p q 
P ^ 
therefore,we can write Eqn.CI) as 
Cosd + M 
Im U (q ,q) = -2 
(2ir) '^  
W^ q +2 p q Cos© + M M T 1 - n(p+q) 1 m p E 
P 
n 
E 
n 
d^jpi = 2nd(Cose)|p|^ dip 
=* Im U (q'^ .q) = - 2n J 2nd(Cose) IPI^ d|p 
(2n)^ 
6 Ul -> ,2 2 I ,-» ,2 ,-> ,2 ,-* , ,-», T p +M - ^ P + q +2 p q Cose + M J 
n(p) 1 - n(p+q) 
m m 
_P ^ 
E E 
P r> 
Using the 6 function property : 
J f(x) 5(g(x)) dx = J ^(x) <5(g(x)) dg(x) ^ f^xi, 
g^(x) g^(x) g(x)=o 
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we can write the above equation as 
Im U (q",q) = 2U J 1-n (p+q) 
-pq -1 
r~2 2~ 
4P +q + 
2 . 
P dp 
2pqCose+M 
= - ^  J*" [1- n(p+q)] [q^+ ip^+M^ J q~ ^^  (C2) 
From the 6 integration we have 
q 
O r~2 Z ! 2 2 ! 2 
+ 4 P + M = 4 p + q +2pqCose+M 
On squaring both the sides we get the following expression 
for CosS : 
Cos6 = 
O 2 ^ C 2 1 
q - q •••2q ^ p +M 
2pq 
< 1 
Further ( p + q ) > p 
F 
2 2 . 2 2 
•¥ p +q +2 p q Cos© + M > p 
1* 
2 
J 2 2 c [ q^ + p + 2q 4 „ o 2 2 
2q 4p +M > P, 
Therefore, equation C2 can be written as 
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Im U = -
2^ ^ J 
[q^ +Jp^+M^ j P dp © ( i - | c o s e i ) 
©( A 
2 
m m 
E E 
P r. 
(C3) 
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Appendix D 
In the following we sketch the basic approach to calculate the 
potential in a semirelativiatic way using Feynman diagram : 
m 
(£--£. r - ^q ) 
E. - 5 
We are looking in the centre of mass system of two interacting 
nucleons, the momenta of the two incoming particles are q and 
-q, the outgoing momenta are q and -q , respectively. 
Amplitude for the above diagram is 
g^ujq )r^u^(q) P^ g^u^^"^ ^^z^a^"^^ 
- _ 
q - m 
a 
where f are the vertices representing meson-nucleon interactions, 
u and u are Dirac spinors of nucleon for incoming and outgoing 
states. 
•/oo 
An incoming nucleon is represented by 
u^(q) = E + M 2E 
a .q 
^ E + M 
and outgoing as 
u^(q ) = 
o^ ,q 
2E L E%r< J 
The dashed line represents the meson propagator given by 
a a 
2 2 
q - m 
a. 
i^- ef - ,-*/ ^-2 2 (q - q) - m 
On the energy shell this becomes 
a Oi 
2 2 
q - m (q - q ) - m a 
The interaction Lagrangian for the meson nudeon system is given 
by 
L = 9, V-' r ¥' ^ ^ . i = 1,2 
where V' is the nucleon Dirac field 
V is the adjoint nucleon Dirac field 
and v. is the meson field operator 
c\ 
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For the pseudoscalar field 
L = 9 w I y d> 
pS p3 5 pS 
^ V (h = - ^ ^ 
2 •* f •* f 
g a .k a ,k 
ps 
g (ff .a + 3a .k a .k - a .a ) 
p s 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 ' ^2 2 12M k + m ps 
2 
9 
pa [ ff .ff + S it) \ (D1 ) 
12M k + m 
ps 
For pions 
L — a ill i 'iy T v ; /* i 
ps ps G ps 
where t h r e e components o f 4' a re t h r e e charge s t a t e s , T i s the 
ps 
i s o s p i n o p e r a t o r f o r sp in — p a r t i c l e s . 
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Similarly for the tensor field the Lagrangian is given by 
f 
t. 2M ^ 111-' ^  ^v 
which gives V (k) = - ^ ^ (D2) 
' Ay^ t' ^ m' 
V 
